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The Ymddiddan Myrddin a Thaliesin (the conversation between Myrddin and Taliesin) is a poetic conversation between Myrddin and Taliesin, considered to be one of the Poems of Myrddin. It can be found in the Black Book of Carmarthen and, either in full or partially, in Pen. 26, Pen. 59, Pen. 54, Llanst. 119 and MA. 45. The date of the poem is difficult to determine, but A.O.H. Jarman estimates it to be around the end of the eleventh century. The poem can be divided into two parts, which differ from each other in metre and contents. In the first part of the poem, l. 1-22, Myrddin and Taliesin discuss the attack made by Maelgwn Gwynedd on Dyfed and the second part, l. 23-38, consists of prophecies concerning the battle of Arfderydd.
This is a translation of the second edition of A.O.H. Jarman’s Ymddiddan Myrddin a Thaliesin (Cardiff 1967). The first edition was published in 1951. I have given a translation of Jarman’s introduction to the Ymddiddan, the poem itself and the notes to the poem. In addition I have also given the Welsh text of the Ymddiddan. I have translated all of the Welsh quotations and the occasional French quotation. I have also translated the Welsh and Latin examples given by Jarman throughout his introduction, in as far as it contributes to a better understanding of the translated text. This excludes the examples given concerning the metre and the examples in the notes to the poem. Occasionally I have added clarifying notes to Jarman’s text, which I have put between brackets and marked by my initials ‘MvdB’. 
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Ymddidan Myrddin a Thaliesin (the conversation of Myrddin and Taliesin) is the first poem in the Black Book of Carmarthen and fills the first six pages in that manuscript, finishing on the second line of page seven. This part of the Black Book is dated around the twelfth century.​[1]​ Although it has been separated from the other examples of the work of the supposed Myrddin, which can be found on pages 47-63, the poem is considered in the later centuries as a part of the poems of Myrddin, because in the manuscripts Pen. 26 (c. 1456),​[2]​ and Pen. 59 (1500-50)​[3]​ texts of it can be found which are followed directly in the one manuscript by the Gwasgargerdd and the Cyfoesi​[4]​ and in the other manuscript by the Afallennau (The apple trees) and the Hoianau (The greetings). A copy of the poem is also found in the middle of a collection of prophecies in Llanst. 119 (c. 1646)​[5]​ and there is an incomplete part of it in Pen. 54 (1500-50).​[6]​ In MA. 45 it has been printed with ‘Gwaith Taliesin (the work of Taliesin), 520-570.’ Four lines of the poem have been quoted by Sir John Prys in his Historiae Brytannicae Defensio (1573), 121. The texts of the Black Book is the source of all of these later texts.
The Ymddiddan is a series of observations which are made alternately by Myrddin and Taliesin, and the name of the speaker is given at the beginning of every observation or speech. The copyist forgot to include the name in the body of the text three times and put it above the line or in the margin of the page. The two speakers are named together in the penultimate line. The subject of their conversation is the description of a conflict within a battle, together with the mourning of the ones who had been killed. Several persons are named, namely Cedfyw, Cadfan, Maelgwn, Elgan, Errith, Gwrrith, Rhys Undant, Cyndur, Dywel ab Erbin, Eliffer, Cynfelyn, and two places are referred to, Arfderydd and Coed Celyddon (The Caledonian forest). The majority of critics who have discussed the poem hold that it is a description of the battle of Arfderydd, which was fought in 573 according to the Annales Cambriae (The annals of Wales).​[7]​ Thus, for example, Skene,​[8]​ Ward,​[9]​ Mead,​[10]​ Brugger,​[11]​ Anwy,​[12]​ Bruce,​[13]​ Zumthor.​[14]​ Lot,​[15]​ on the other hand, who suggests that the reference in lines 35-36 could be to one of the battles of Arthur, Cat Coit Celidon​[16]​ (the Battle of the Caledonian forest), is very hesitant. Chadwick is also cautious: ‘a very obscure poem in the form of a dialogue between Myrddin and Taliesin. They bewail disastrous battles and the slaughter of heroes. It is worth noting that, among other names, we hear of Maelgwn and the sons of Eliffer, and of the battle of Arfderydd.’​[17]​ Stephens​[18]​ believed the poem to be containing a reference to the battle of ‘Dealgan’, which was fought in 574 according to the annals of Tigernach,​[19]​ as well as to the battle of Arfderydd. He thought there to be a connection between the names Dealgan and Elgan.​[20]​ Lot was troubled by the inconsistency of the reference to Maelgwn (Gwynedd), who died about 547,​[21]​ in a poem describing a battle which is dated in 573​[22]​ He explains it as ‘un simple anachronisme…provoqué par la célébrité de ce personnage…le plus connu des princes gallois du Vie siècle’ (a simple anachronism caused by the renown of this well known character of Welsh princes in the sixth century) and rejects De La Borderie’s​[23]​ suggestion that another Maelgwn lived in the second half of the sixth century. 
In 1907, at the end of his edition of the Black Book of Carmarthen (p. 161, ‘Corrections and Additions’), Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans published the theory that the Ymddidan contains parts of two entirely different poems and that it was an error on behalf of the copyist, who caused them to appear as one. Evans said that it was Egerton Phillimore’s theory, because he himself has said on page ix. of his introduction, that the battle of Arfderydd is the text of the poem. Evans’ words must be quoted in full:
‘The subject is the Battle of Arvderydd, in which Maelgwn and his men took a decisive part.’ When I wrote that sentence I was mentally fast asleep. As Maelgwn is said to have died in 547, he could not have been at Arvderydd in 573. Though I had learnt this from the Annales Cambriae, and noticed the change of metre at 4.7, yet, in common with others, I failed to perceive that two different dialogues had been compressed into one, till Mr. Egerton Phillimore called my attention to the fact. The scribe, we may suppose, turned over two or more leaves of his original together, thus omitting the end of the first, and the beginning of the second dialogue. The speakers being the same in both dialogues the change of subject escaped the scribe’s notice, and long has his mistake lived undetected. The first half only, therefore, concerns Maelgwn, with whose court Taliessin is associated. Myrddin, called the King of Dyved in the Vita Merlinus, figures as the bard of the men of the South. These two bards are the representatives of the rival combatants. Mr. Phillimore indentifies [sic] Traeth Tryvrwyd, 1·6, the Tribruit of Nennius, with the Solway Firth, which appears as Tracht Romra in the Irish Life of Adamnan.
That Maelgwn made a descent on Dyved is clear. Witness the death of Dywel ab Erbin, 4·2, his grave in the Plain of Caeo, 65·16, and the name of Elgan (report on Welsh MSS., vol. I, p. 714) who was one of the four princes of the adjoining parish of Ll. Sawyl, and is commemorated in Trallwng Elgan, in the upper hamlet of Talley parish. Erbin and Elgan figure in the line of the sixth century Kings of Dyved (Cardiff MS. 25, p. 77), where Kyndur appears among their ancestors. Kedvyw, or its cognate Cetiu (B. of Ll. Dâv, 149) occurs in Blaen Cediw in Ll. Gan; and Llether Cadvan, in Ll. Gathen, commemorates his companion. these and other interesting indentifications [sic] Mr. Phillimore proposes to print soon.​[24]​

This attempt to explain the poem has not received the consideration it deserves. Perhaps not all his facts are correct and the suspicion is very unlikely, although not entirely impossible, that the copyist has turned over more that one leaf and stepped from the middle of one poem into the middle of another poem without noticing his mistake. An example of a similar error can be found in MS. Cardiff 7, RWM ii, 126. However in this case a number of remarkable coincidences would have to be permitted, before this supposition can be accepted, namely that (1) The two poems would be in the form of a conversation between Myrddin and Taliesin; (2) The two poems would be using –an as end rhyme; (3) There would be heavy and light rhyme in the two poems; (4) The last page which was copied would end with a whole line and the page where the copying of the other poem was started would begin with a whole line; and (5) the subject and the vocabulary of the two poems would be fairly similar to each other. However, Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans (or Phillimore) was entirely correct by saying the two parts in the Ymddiddan are different from each other and there is a difference in metre and in subject between the two. This is the key to the mystery of the poem. 

§2. The metre
Firstly I shall take a look at the metre before turning to the contents. The theory of Dr. Evans is briefly discussed by Sir John Morris-Jones in his book on Taliesin. He agrees that a change occurs in the metre, but says that there is no significance to it:

The suggestion…that two dialogues have been run into one by turning over two leaves is mistaken. The ‘change of metre at 4.7’ is a change from lines of 9 syllables to a cyhydedd hir of 19. But lines of 9 immediately follow, so that there is no abrupt total change as the above assumption implies. The two measures are often linked together, and in combination form a variety of the metre called gwawdodyn.​[25]​ 

By the words ‘lines of 9’ the metre of cyhydedd nawbon is meant. This metre is defined in Cerdd Dafod, p. 337, as ‘lines of the same rhyme of nine syllables and four stressed syllables’ and an example is given from the Elegy of Gruffud ap Cynan by Meilyr:

Grúffud grym ẃriawr | o’i fáwr féuydd
Ni’m didóles nú, | ní bu gélwydd;

According to Sir John the form of the old line of four stresses was ‘the oldest but more exceptional’​[26]​ of the metres, and it can be found in the earliest periods of Welsh poetry, for example in an ode by Taliesin:​[27]​

Bore dúw Sadẃrn | cad fáwr a fú
Ó’r pan ddwyre héul | hýd pan gynnú.

Now if we look closely at the first 22 lines in the Ymddiddan, we see that although each one of them consists of nine syllables, with the exception of the first (which has eight syllables), they have three stresses, not four. They are divided into three parts and the stresses fall most frequently on the second, the fifth and the eight syllable:

A déryv | am kéduyv | a cháduan. —2

Rys úndant | oet rýchvant | y tárian. —12

Llat dýuel | oe díuet | kyuláuan. —19

In five of the lines, namely 11, 16, 17, 18, 22, the first stress is placed on the third syllable and the second stress on the sixth.:

Tryuir nód | mawr eu clód | gan élgan. —16

Truy a thrúi | ruy a rúy | y dóethan. —17

The stressed words, with one or two syllables, in the first two thirds rhyme in every line. The only exception​[28]​ to this is l. 22, the last line of the first part of the poem, where the second rhyme exceeds towards the seventh syllable. 

Aerwir kád | trybelíd | -iad guáedlan.

That line may in fact be stressed according to the usual rhythm of cyhydedd nawban:

Aérwir kád | trybelídiad gwáedlan.

Loth has observed these characteristics of the metre in the Ymddiddan and has shown that similar lines are in one of the religious poems of the Black Book:​[29]​


Kin mýned | im guérid | im íruet.
In týwill | heb cánvill | im górsset.
Ym guéinvod | im górod | im górwet. 
				—BBC. 30.

It can be seen that the rhythm in these lines is the same as in the first part of the Ymddiddan. They occur mixed with many lines of nine syllables and four stresses and they are all described by Professor Henry Lewis as ‘cyhydedd naw ban.’​[30]​
Lines with nine syllables and three stresses can also be found in the Gododdin. The following examples have been stressed on the penult according to a later custom:​[31]​

Ny nódi | nac ýsgeth | nac ýsgwyt. —36

Wy gwnáethant | en géugant | gelórwyd.
A llávnawr | llawn ánnawd | em bédyd. —99-100

Ne lléwes | ef védgwyn | feinóethyd. —106

This form, accordingly, was old. It is noticeable that there is no internal rhyme except in the second and the third of the above lines, but there is alliteration between the second and third part in the first line and the second and the fourth. In the Ymddiddan there is internal rhyme in each of the first 22 lines (with the exception of the first one), but there is alliteration in only eight lines, namely 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 20, 22 (the alliteration in the last two is very weak).
Similar lines can be found again in Taliesin’s ode Gweith Gwen Ystrat (The battle of Gwen Ystrat):​[32]​

Am wlédic | gweithvúdic | gwarthégyd.

Ny nodes | na máës | na chóedyd.

Ryfélgar | rwy énwir | rwyf bédyd.

However, the majority consists of lines with eight syllables in this ode, which has the metre cyhydedd fer​[33]​, and Sir John Morris-Jones has in fact tried to shorten some of the nine syllable lines, e.g. by suggesting to remove na before máës in the second of the examples above. ‘The length of the line,’ he says, ‘is eight syllables; but an extra syllable may be added’;​[34]​ cf. Cerdd Dafod, 334, ‘ “cyhydded fer” consists of couplets of eight syllable lines of entirely the same rhyme and three stresses in the old examples.’ In the fifteenth century ‘the effect was changed by giving four stresses’ in the line. 
Now, before trying to name or classify the metre of the first part of the Ymddiddan, I shall quote the words of Sir Ifor Williams about the metres of the Gododdin: ‘I doubt the wisdom to use modern names for such metres, and I prefer going by numbers only. I am reluctant to use terms as Cyhydedd Naw Ban, Cyhydedd Fer, for fear of being anachronistic.’​[35]​ If we rely on the number of syllables only, the metre of the first 22 lines of the Ymddiddan is cyhydedd nawban. But if we consider the rhythm, we see that they are in a metre derived from the old line with six stresses.​[36]​ There are nine syllables in the line, not eight as in the cyhydedd fer. It is doubtless that this metre, lines of nine syllables and three stresses, was common in the old period as the previous examples show. It can not be found at all in the work of the Gogynfeirdd.​[37]​
There is no difficulty concerning the metre of the remainder of the poem. After l. 22, there is a stanza of cyhydedd hir, 19 syllables:

Neu guéith arywdérit pan vít y déunit 
       o híd y wúchit ý darpáran,​[38]​

This is followed by two lines of cyhydedd nawban with four stresses in each line. 

Llýavs peléidrad | guáedlad guá(e)dlan,
Llýaus aerwir brýv | bréuaul vídan.

Note that the second of these two lines contains an example of an early form of cynghanedd,​[39]​ a correspondence between the first consonants of the two words in the middle of the line.​[40]​ They are followed by six stanzas of cyhydedd hir.​[41]​ Four of them form a series and begin with the word seith. 
It is true enough, thus, that there is a difference in metre between the first and the second part of the Ymddiddan. The first part consist of lines of nawban with three stresses, a metre which can be found in the work of the Cynfeirdd​[42]​, but was not used by the Gogynfeirdd; the second part is in a metre used by the Cynfeirdd​[43]​ and by the Gogynfeirdd. Again, we see that the metres varied in the old period and the change of metre in itself does not prove that two different poems have been joined together, especially in the way suggested by Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans. 

§3. The tale of Arfderydd
Now let us turn to the subject or material of the Ymddiddan. It is remarkable that only in the last 16 lines the battle of Arfderydd and the themes and persons connected to it are mentioned. Just one time the battle is mentioned, in words containing an idea similar to the theme of the Gododdin — o hid y wuchit y darparan.​[44]​ Next are four lines of predictions of the slaughter caused by the soldiers in the battle — breual vidan.​[45]​ After this are the ‘sevens’, seith meib eliffer, seith ugein haelon, etc., a common way of phrasing, occurring in the Book of Taliesin, in the Gogynfeirdd, in the work of Dafydd ap Gwilym and other places.​[46]​ There is mention of the sons of Eliffer, of Cynfelyn, and of the 140 noblemen who went ‘into madness’ in Coed Celyddon. Note that there is no mention of the tale of Myrddin himself. Apparently the poet here used elements which belonged to the old, lost tale of Arfderydd. The triads show that such a story (or stories) exists, and I think that Myrddin’s madness was not at the beginning, but that it was one element or event among many. This event developed into an independent story and the remnant was preserved in the Afallanau and the Hoianau, etc.​[47]​ But it can be inferred from the triads that at the same time there was an extensive saga about the battle of Arfderydd itself and the persons connected with it can be compiled from the Triads. There is no need to deal with the subject in full, but the following triad which is found in the Red Book may be noted:

Three horse-burdens of the island of Britain… and Coruann, the horse of the sons of Eliffer Gosgoruawr, carried the second horse-burden. He carried Gwrgi and Peredur on him. And no one overtook him but Diuogat​[48]​ son of Kynan Garwynn, on Kethin​[49]​ Kyflym and aruidiawt.​[50]​ And he obtained honour from this until today. And Dunawt Wr​[51]​ son of Pabo. And Cynuelyn Drwsgyl to look upon the steam​[52]​ of the host of Gwendoleu in Arderydd. —RM. 301.

To understand this correctly the words ‘And no one overtook him … from this until today.’ must be put between brackets. Corvan (or Cornann​[53]​), the horse of the sons of Eliffer Gosgorddfawr, brought four men, namely Gwrgi and Peredur and Dunawd Fwrr and Cynfelyn Drwsgl in order to look upon the steam of the host of Gwenddolau in Arfderydd. The horse and his burden were overtaken by Dinogad son of Cynan Garwyn, on his own horse Cethin Cyflym, and he obtained honour for this until today. This triad is not be found the collection of Pen. 45 (Hengwrt 536)​[54]​ or in Pen. 12 (Hengwrt 202).​[55]​ It is found in full, as seen above, in the second series of MA. 396 and in a simpler form, without the reference to Dinogad, in Pen. 16​[56]​ and in the first series of MA. 394. It is notable that the triad mentions two sons of Eliffer, namely Gwrgi and Peredur. According to the Annales Cambriae the two died in the year 580: ‘Guurci and peretur died.’​[57]​ It is certain that there is also a story concerning these events, as is shown in another triad:

Three faithless war-bands of the island of Britain…and the war-band of Gwrgi and Peredur, who left their lord at Fort Greu, and chyuoeth​[58]​ to fight the next day. With Eda Glingawr. And there they were both slain. — Cy. vii (Pen. 12 = Hengwrt 202.)​[59]​

Harl. 3859 gives the genealogy of the two as follows (Cy. ix, 175):

Gwrgi and Peredur sons of Eliffer Gosgorddfawr son of Letlum​[60]​ son of Cenau son of Coyl the Old.

But as Sir Ifor Williams​[61]​ has shown the copyist here mixed the genealogy of Gwrgi and Peredur with that of Urien. Here is the genealogy as found in Bonedd Gwŷr y Gogledd (The descent of the men of the North):

Gwrgi and Peredur sons of Eliffer Gosgorduawr son of Arthwys (son of Mar) son of Keneu son of Coel.​[62]​

In the text of the Annales Cambriae, which was written in the thirteenth century, it is said that the ‘sons of Elifer’ fought in Arfderydd:

The battle of Arfderydd (between the sons of Elifer and Gwendolau son of Ceidio; in which Gwendolau fell: Merlinus went insane). ​[63]​

Gwrgi and Peredur are not mentioned in this record but, although Lewis Dwnn (ii, 105) has said in Heraldic Visitations that ‘the sons of Eliver son of Gorwst Galedlwm son of Cenau son of Coel were Gwrgi, Predur, Padarn,’​[64]​ it is very likely that their number was two, and that they had an important place in the stories about the north where their material was divided by the authors of the triads.​[65]​ It is suggested by the triad of the three horse-burdens that the two did not have a direct part in the battle of Arfderydd. They belonged to the same family as Gwenddolau​[66]​ and possibly the fact that the text of the thirteenth century of the Annales Cambriae describes Arfderydd as a battle between the sons of Gwenddolau is a sign that the memory of the old story was fading. The reference in the Ymddiddan to the ‘seven sons of Eliffer’ may be a similar sign. The author of the poem did not feel it was improper to add to their number for the sake of the purposes of his rhetoric. 
It is also rather probable that the line, seithued kinvelin y pop kinhuan, refers to Cynfelin Drwsgl because the triad of the Three Horse burdens joins him with Gwrgi and Peredur. Doubtlessly he is a character in the old tales, but we hardly know anything about him, He is mentioned with Dunawd son of Pabo (one of his companions in the horse-burdens that went to Arfderydd) in the triad ‘the Three Pillars of Battle’.​[67]​ His genealogy shows that he was related to the same family as Gwrgi and Peredur and Gwenddolau, descendants of Cenau son of Coel,​[68]​ but if the adjective ‘seventh’ suggests that here he is one of the seven sons, there is no other evidence to confirm this. Similarly also the poet had possibly given free reign to his imagination by mentioning the 140 noblemen who went into madness and who ‘perished’ into Coed Celyddon. It is true that there are references to the madmen in the song of Myrddin and similar references in the traditions of Ireland, but the Welsh tale, in as far as was preserved, does not say that no one but Myrddin himself went into madness in Arfderydd.​[69]​ 
It is thus clear that line 23-38 of the Ymddiddan is part of a prophecy about the battle of Arfderydd. Their author used traditions that were known at the time about the battle, distorting part of them for his own purposes. In the last couplet he mentioned the two prophets and made Myrddin admit that Taliesin preceded him. Naming speakers was customary in poetic conversations, and another example can be found near the end of Ymddiddan Ugnach a Thaliesin (The conversation of Ugnach and Taliesin), BBC. 102.709, Vgnach yw vy heno…taliessin viw inhev (Ugnach is my name…I am Taliesin). ​[70]​

§4. Traditions of Dyfed
Let us now turn to the first part of the poem, lines 1-22. It is immediately obvious that its contents are completely different from the contents of the other lines. It is true that their text is the battle, but not the prophecy. They rather describe the battle and recite its history.​[71]​ The majority of the verbs are in the preterite tense or in the imperfect tense, but there is little in the historical present. In lines 23-38 almost all verbs are in the present tense or the future tense. But the most striking fact concerning this part is that no identical references to anyone or anything connected with the battle of Arfderydd or the tale of Merlin are found in it. Completely different persons are named—Cedfyw, Cadfan, Maelgwn, Errith, Gwrrith, Elgan, Rhys Undant, Cyndur, Dywel ab Erbin. These are not related to the world of Merlin and Gwenddydd, Gwenddolau and Rhydderch Hael, and none of these are mentioned in the triads which contain remnants of the stories about Arfderydd. There is not one certain reference to a place name in this part of the poem.​[72]​ 
Of the persons mentioned the only one who is a well-known figure is Maelgwn, if it can be sure that it is Maelgwn Gwynedd who is meant. This the most famous of early Welsh kings and he died about 547,​[73]​ twenty-six years before the battle of Arfderydd. Before discussing him let us consider the other names occurring in the poem. Dywel son of Erbin is not entirely unknown. The Englynion y Beddau (the stanzas of the graves) said that his grave is in Caeo: 

The grave of Dywel son of Erbin is in the ground of Caeo,
the king was no ordinary man,
without blame he would not avoid battle. —BBC. 65.16,

and he is named among the men at Arthur’s court in the story Kulwch ac Olwen (Culwch and Olwen).​[74]​ The above references to two manuscripts which name Elgan were quoted by Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans. One of them is Pen. 118,​[75]​ namely the book of Dr. Siôn Dafydd Rhys, where it gives ‘an account of the Giants — firstly of classical antiquity and secondly of Wales…in Carmarthen — Mabon, Dinas, wilcin, and Elgan (the four in Llansawyl).’ These words are from Dr. Evans’ description of the contents of the manuscript, but in Cy. xxvii, 132, where this part of the manuscript was printed by Mr. Hugh Owen, we read:

And in the land of Caer Bhyrdhin in Llansawyl were four giants, and these were four bothers; …And the fourth was called Celgan Gawr, and the place where he dwelled is now called Caer Celgan.

Note, thus, that Dr. Evans has read Elgan where Mr. Hugh Owen read Celgan. The manuscript (p. 832) however, shows that the correct reading is Elgan. Dr. Siôn Dafydd Rhys wrote an E with adornment in front of it which made it look very similar to C E. Another example of it can be found below on the same page, in Eurbryd, a name that was also read in the same way by Mr. Hugh Owen, Cy. xxvii, 134. It can be seen in the picture that Mr. Owen gives, ibid. 142, on page 835 in the manuscript — Erdhan, at the beginning of the fourth line from the bottom. Examples of this can also be found in MS. Cardiff 18, p. 58, in a list of old words in alphabetic order in the hand of Dr. Siôn Dafydd Rhys. 
MS. Cardiff 25, p. 77 is the other reference to Elgan that Dr. Evans gives and there the name occurs among the genealogies of early kings of Dyfed. This manuscript was written in 1640 by John Jones of Gelli Lyfdy​[76]​ and it is a copy, said Phillimore, of the lost manuscript Hengwrt 33, which was called the Hanesyn Hen (The old tale).​[77]​ I received the following note on this manuscript from Mr. E.D. Jones of the National Library of Wales: 

To the best of my knowledge, Edward Lhuyd was the first to call the MS. Hanesyn Hen (in Peniarth 119 and in Arch. Brit., p. 256). The contents of the manuscript were various in 1658. On the nature of its contents see Peniarth 182. It is possible that when Robert Vaughan left the manuscript to be bound in London, John Jones took the opportunity to copy from it. 
Hengwrt 33 was lost before the beginning of the nineteenth century. The searchers at the beginning of the century were looking for it industriously. Richard Llwyd wrote to William Owen [Pughe], 16 April 1806, concerning the Library of Hengwrt — ‘The Hên Hanesyn is not there’ (NLW. 13224, p. 385).
The descriptions of Hengwrt 33 which are available are issued on the basis of the catalogue of the manuscripts of Hengwrt, made by William Maurice in 1658. Wynnstay 10 in the National Library is the best copy (see Handlist of MSS., Part I, pp. xv et seq.). 
I enclose a handwritten copy of the note on Hengwrth 33. There is no typewriter able to imitate the imprint. 

Here is the description of the contents of Hengwrt 33 in Wynnstay 10 (without trying to reproduce all the characteristic features of the writing, etc.):

In this there is first a very excellent old book: Genealogies of the saints of the island of Britain; 2: Children of Brychann, and many lineages (or genealogies) ; I.e. chronology beginning at the age of Gwrtheürn Gwrtheneu; I.e. Book of Pedigrees; I.e. Englynion Duad; I.e. Anrheg Vrrien from the work of Taliesin; Elegy for Iago son of Beli [from the work of Beli] from the work of Taliesin; I.e. Genealogy of Llewelyn ab Jerweth Drwyndwnn; I.e. Duad; I.e. Names of the kings of the island of Britain; I.e. Book of Theophrastus on marriage feasts; I.e. a short chronicle beginning with the age of Arthur, when Arthur was killed; Work of Merlin to his Little Pig; A book that was very lovingly bound in London by Rob: Va:​[78]​ In octavo 1 inch thick. 

A simple description is found in English by W.W. E. Wynne, Peniarth, in Arch. Camb., 1871, 129.

If we compare the above description with the description of the contents of MS. Cardiff 25 in RWM. ii, 213, we see that there are things in the lost manuscript that are not be found in the Cardiff MS. What they have in common are the genealogies of kings and saints. This, in fact, is the only content of Cardiff 25. But, and considering the words of John Jones, its collection came from more than one source. After giving ‘Names of the kings of the island of Britain — Aeneas ysguydwyn &c’ (p. 20) he said: ‘And thus this book ends which I wrote off from a little book of parchment (in possession of a kinsman of Robert Vaughan of Hengwrt near Dolgellau in Merionethshire) (the book itself was written about 400 years before that).’​[79]​ Perhaps Hengwrt 33 was the ‘little book of parchment,’ cf. the words ‘In octavo 1 inch thick’ in the description of Wynnstay 10. Then John Jones gives the genealogies of saints and says about them ‘ I wrote it off from a page and a half of parchment which had been written more than 600 years before this. These which are seen by me: and they were torn from a book from the hand of Ewingrwn Deg, and their end was lost.’ On page 32 he also said: ‘Here again is a part of the Genealogies of saints of the island of Britain which I discovered had lost their beginning.’ After this are the genealogies of kings and lords. The name Elgan can be found in the series ‘Gwehelieit Deheubart (69), Gwertrynion, Powys (70) … Dyfet (77),’ but it is not said from where these genealogies where copied. Note thus, in spite of Phillimore’s opinion that Cardiff 25 is a copy of Hengwrt 33, that there is actually no foundation for alleging that the entirety of it derives from that source. 
Two genealogies can be found on page 77 in MS. Cardiff 25. One is the main genealogy of early kings of Dyfed, and it will be helpful for us to consider this firstly. Six different​[80]​ texts of it were printed, containing the text of Cardiff 25, in Arch Camb. 1892, 64-5. This is the genealogy as given in Cardiff 25:

Maredud son of … son of Kadug son of Kadeu son of Gw … son of Nowy son of Art, son of Pedyr, son of Kyngar son of Gwertefyr son of Erbin son of Aergul son of​[81]​ Lawir son of Tryffin son of Ewein vreisg son of Kyndeyrn vendigeit son of Ewein son of kyngar son of Ewein son of Gwledyr daughter of Gletwin, son of Nyfed son of Dofet, son of Ebynt son of Elynt son of Amloyd, son of Amweryd son of Kustennin, son of Maxen Wledic.

The oldest copy of the genealogy can be found in Harl. 3859. This manuscript is dated early in the twelfth century​[82]​ but it is thought that the genealogies that are found in it were finished being compiled by someone inside the diocese of St. David’s during the reign of Hywel Dda, who died in 988.​[83]​ It gives the genealogy of Dyfed as follows:

Marget iut son of Teudos son of Regin son of Catguocaun son of. Cathen son of. Cloten son of Nougoy son of arthur son of Petr son of Cincar. son of Guortepir son of Aircol son of Triphun son of Clotri son of Gloitguin son of Nimet son of dimet son of Maxim gulecic.​[84]​

We see that the two versions of the genealogy differ from each other. The text of Cardiff 25 lost the two names Teudos and Regin, and in stead of the forms Kadwg, Kadeu, Gw…Harl. 3859 gives Catguocaun, Cathen, Cloten. After that the names correspond to each other exactly five generations, but Erbin is not given in Harl. 3859, neither are the names that Cardiff 25 gives between Tryffin and Cletwin.​[85]​ Clotri can not be found in Cardiff 25 nor in any other text of the genealogy. However, there is need for us to discuss names earlier than Tryffin. 
Note that these texts trace the genealogy of Dyfed back to Maxen Wledic.​[86]​ As do the texts in Bodleian, Rawlinson B. 466, and Jesus 3. But the Irish texts give an Irish source to the family by tracing back to the Déisi​[87]​ who traveled from Ireland to Dyfed and settled there in the third century. Kuno Meyer published an Irish text,​[88]​ which was originally composed in the eight century, telling this tale. Here it is said that ‘Eochaid, son of Artchorp, crossed the sea with his descendants to the territory of Dyfed, and there his sons and his grandsons died. And from them the family of Crimthann was derived here….’​[89]​ Then the Irish version of the genealogy is given:

Tualodor son of Rígin son of Catacond mais Caittienn son of Clotenn son of Næe son of Artur son of Rheteor son of Congar son of Gartbor son of Alchol son of Trestin son of Aed Brosc son of Corath son of Echu Almor son of Arttchorp.​[90]​

We see altogether that the Welsh and Irish versions correspond to each other until Triphun (Tryffin) or Trestin. Note also that Aed Brosc in the Irish genealogy corresponds to Ewein Vreisg in Cardiff 25, a name that is not found in Harl. 3859. Naturally this Irish genealogy confirms the authenticity of the Welsh genealogy, and it is evidence of a Gaelic source of the population of Dyfed (or a part of it) in the early centuries.​[91]​
Other strong supports to this genealogy are found, at least as far as the age of Tryffin, and they show one may depend on it. In Harl. 3859 it is brought down to ‘Ouein son of Elen daughter of Ioumarc son of Himeyt son of Tancoystl daughter of Ouein son of Martget iut…’, etc. This Owain was Owain son of Hywel Dda (see genealogy I in Harl. 3859) who descended through his mother from the genealogy of the kings of Dyfed, and he died in 988.​[92]​ The last independent king of Dyfed was Llywarch (Ioumarc in the genealogy) son of Hyfaidd, who died in 904.​[93]​ Through the marriage of his daughter Elen with Hywel (Dda) son of Cadell, Dyfed was merged with Seisyllwg to form the kingdom of Deheubarth. Maredudd ap Tewdos died in 796,​[94]​ and early in the eight century during the reign of his grandfather Rhain son of Cadwgan, according to Sir John Lloyd, Ystrad Tywi was lost from the kingdom of Dyfed​[95]​ and the name Rheinwg was given to the remnant of its territory.​[96]​ According to Phillimore Cadwgan was remembered in the name given in the book of Llandafon to the country on the North side of Dywi, regnum Catgucauni,​[97]​ and his father Cathen gave his name to the region Cetheiniog and to the village Llangathen.​[98]​ Bishop Richard Davies refers to Noe king of Dyfed,​[99]​ in his Epistol at y Cembru (Letter to the Welshmen) at the beginning of the Testament of 1567, and Phillimore showed that there is a reference to his father Arthur, as Arthurius Petri filius (Arthur son of Peter), in a series of names given by Leland from an old, lost charter deriving from the age of bishop Sadyrnfyw Hael, a man who died in 831.​[100]​ Phillimore dates Arthur son of Peter towards 600, and it can be seen that he was grandson to Guortepir (Gwrdeber in Jesus 3; Gwerthefyr in Cardiff 25). It is believed that that is the Vortiporius whom Gildas criticized,​[101]​ by describing him as one who was at least of middle or old age—‘his head already/soon turning gray; the slow approaching of life’s boundary.’​[102]​ We know that Gildas wrote before 547, since he describes Maelgwn Gwynedd, who died in (or towards) that year, as a living person.​[103]​ A large stone or monument to Guortepir was found in Llanfallteg, Carmarthenshire, bearing the inscription Memoria Voteporigis protictoris (Monument of Voteporix the protector), and in ogam the simple name Votecorigas.​[104]​ This is considered to be the mark of his grave.​[105]​ According to the genealogies of Harl. 3859, and the Irish genealogies, his father was Aircol, a contemporary of Teilo, a man whose court is traditionally placed in Lydstep and it is said in the Englynion y Beddau that his grave is in Dyfed.​[106]​ Aircol’s father was Triphun (Tryffun, Tryffin) who is mentioned in the Latin text of the Life of Saint David,​[107]​ and in the Book of Llandaf.​[108]​ 

Under the main genealogy in manuscript Cardiff 25, p. 77, the following genealogy is found:

Rykert son of Meredyd son of Ryderc son of Bletri son of Kedifor son of Koluyn du son of Gwynn son of Ryderc son of Elgan wefylhuc son of Kynan kyleef son of Tryffin varfaug son of Ewein vreisg son of Kyndruyn vendigait.

Note that another branch of the family is represented here, descending from Tryffin through his other son, Cynan, brother of Aergol. Another version of this genealogy is given by Lewis Dwnn, Heraldic Visitations, i, 95, under the title ´Genealogy of Pwyll Dyfach’ (in Pembrokeshire):

Owein son of Mredydd vychan son of Mredydd son of Rickard son of Mredydd son of Rydderch son of Bledri son of Kydifor vawr of Blaen Kych son of Gwynn son of Gollwyn son of Elgan wefus fllwch. 

Note that the name Rhydderch has been lost here and that Gwynn and Gollwyn have changed their position. On the same page also Dwnn gives:

Mother of this Goleuddydd was Nest daughter of Howel son of Kydwgan son of Tryhaiarn son of Kydifor son of Gwynn son of Gollwynn son of Elgan wefus fllwch.

Dwnn traces three other genealogies back to Elgan:​[109]​ 

Country of Cheshire 
Ffylib son of Mredydd son of Ffylib son of Madog son of Ieuan son of Madog son of Gwilim son of Syr Aron son of Bledri son of Kydifor fawr son of Gollwyn son of Gwynn son of Rydderch son of Elgan wefl fflwch.​[110]​ —i, 27.

The town Eto​[111]​
Mother of Morus son of Owain, Angharad daughter f Jankin son of David son of Gruffydd son of Rys son of Llewelyn Vachan son of Llewelyn son of Howel son of Tryhaiarn son of Kydifor son of Gwynn son of Gollwyn son of Elgan wefl fflwch.—i, 94.

Parish of Kidwelly. Muddlescwm.​[112]​
1569
Harri Morgan Esquire …son of Bledri son of Kydivor Vawr lord of Blaenkych and Cil y Sant and of many other lordships was son to Gwynn son of Gollwyn son of Elgan Wevusfflwch son of Archenad son of Noe son of Dan son of Llyfri son of Kynan Kylchwedd son of Tryffin varfog drwg son of Owain fraisg son of Kyndeyrn and by his name was known Llangyndeyrn of Gydwely and he was a son of Gwrtheyrn gwrthenau…son of Makssen wledig….—i, 218.

We see from the above that the genealogists at the end of the Middle Ages traced several of the noble families of Dyfed back to Elgan Welhwch (or Weflfflwch, Wefusfflwch, etc.). The name Cadifor (Fawr) is found in all the examples of the genealogy and he is a historical figure who died in 1091.​[113]​ Between him and Elgan nothing is given except the names Gwynn, Gollwyn, and sometimes Rhydderch, and doubtlessly it is this fact that made Professor Gwilym Peredur Jones suggest ‘early 11th century?’ as a dating for Elgan.​[114]​ But there is no more reason, in truth, for this dating than there is for Mr. Jones’ suggestion, based on defective genealogies, to date Urien Rheged in the tenth century.​[115]​ As Sir Ifor Williams​[116]​ has shown, there is enough evidence for dating Urien in the sixth century. G. Peredur Jones also tries to date Tryffin early in the ninth century and he gives a Scandinavian source for it: ‘Tryffin (ON. Thorfinnr?).’​[117]​ This is, as we have already seen, in contrast to the important evidence of the genealogy of Dyfed, as well as to that of the Latin text of the Life of St. David. It is true that there is no genealogical or historical evidence on Elgan apart from the genealogies quoted above, and it must be remarked that one version of the genealogies of Dwnn gives four names, Archenad, Noe, Dan, Llyfri, between Elgan and Cynan. But these names do not occur in the text of the genealogy of Cardiff 25, which gives Elgan as son of Cynan. Since the evidence is thin I believe that one can reasonably think that a number of names are lost in all the versions of the genealogy between Cadifor and Elgan. In favour of this is the fact that Ymddiddan Myrddin a Thaliesin places Elgan contemporarily with Maelgwn and with Dywel ab Erbin (the two are discussed further below), figures from the sixth century. I also believe that the names Archenad, Noe, Dan, Llyfri, may be ignored and Cardiff 25 must be followed, which names Elgan in a series full of adjectives suggesting succession—Elgan Weflhwch, Cynan Kyleef (=Cylchwedd), Tryffin Farfog, Owain Fraisg. Descriptions of that kind were common in the early period, i.e. Aircol Lawhir, Cynfelyn Drwsgl, Caradog Freichfras, Dunawd Ddeinwyn, Brochwel Ysgithrog, Cynan Garwyn, although some examples as Madog Benfras, occur in later periods.​[118]​ I accept that the meaningless form Kyleef, in Cardif 25, stands for Kylchwedd (circle) rather than the other form that Dwnn gives, Kylched = Cylched (blanket, bed) from the Latin culcita (mattress).​[119]​ Phillimore’s​[120]​ very probable attempt to explain the adjective Elgan Weflhwch should also be noted. It is possible, he says, that the original form was Wefl Flwch, and the adjective was joined with the Breton blouc’h, ‘beardless,’ a word which possibly occurs in BBC. 89.6 concerning a forest without foliage in winter, coed ini bluch.​[121]​ He suggests furthermore that this adjective is found in the name Bluchbard​[122]​ in Nennius and in Eli Fluch, Lib. Land., 277.1.​[123]​
Thus Elgan was the son of Cynan Cylchwedd and grandson of Tryffin Farfog and so on, according to the version of Harl. 3859 on the main genealogy of Dyfed, cousin to the Guortepir who is named by Gildas before 547. He is also remembered in the place names in the old boundaries of Dyfed.​[124]​ As Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans notes, Trallwng Elgan is found in the parish of Talley. The modern form of the name is Traethnelgan​[125]​ but it appears in Brut y Tywysogion (‘Chronicle of the princes’) as trallwc elgan​[126]​ and in a charter of Edward III to the abbey of Talley as Tallunelgan.​[127]​ In the Taxatio Ecclesiastica (1291) Traileneygan and Trathleneygan​[128]​ are found, and the later forms from the time of Henry VIII are Trael Nelgan, Trallvelgan, and Trathvelgan.​[129]​ Near Whitland also the name Kevenleghelgan​[130]​ is found in one of the charters of king John. In view of this it may be reasonable to believe that this is the person named by Dr. Siôn Dafydd Rhys in his list of the giants. His fame continued locally and he developed into a giant in the memory of the country. Doubtlessly there were fuller traditions known about him in the Middle Ages and it is him who is mentioned in the Ymddiddan Myrddin a Thaliesin. It is therefore unnecessary to consider the suggestion by Professor Lloyd-Jones, G. 468, that Elgan is ‘ancient orthography for the name Elian’.
The name Erbin also occurs among the family of the kings of Dyfed in the sixth century according to the genealogies given in Jesus 3, Cardiff 25 and Bodleian, Rawlinson, B. 466.​[131]​ In them he is made son of Aircol Lawhir (Aergul; Avargvl) and father to Gwrdeber (Gwerthefyr; Gwrthyfyr). The name is not found in Harl. 3859, which gives Guortepir son of Aircol, nor in the Irish texts. The highest authority is the text of Harl. 3859, of course, since Jesus 3, according to Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans, goes back to the middle of the fourteenth century.​[132]​ Sir Ifor Williams​[133]​ suggests that Erbin was lost in Harl. 3859. That would, of course, send Tryffin back to an earlier age than the date given to him by Sir John Lloyd,​[134]​ towards 520. Doubtlessly it is not impossible that Erbin was another son of Aircol and brother to Guortepir. Independent evidence of this is found, however, in the ode Etmic Dinbych (‘The Praise of Tenby’) in the Book of Taliesin, where Bleiddudd, lord of Tenby in Pembrokeshire in the ninth century, is described as Blaen llyn (=llin) ap erbin.​[135]​ This poem is dated by Sir Ifor Williams towards 875,​[136]​ and he shows that the descent from Erbin is a theme of pride in that period.​[137]​ It is very likely, thus, that Erbin was one of the figures of the sixth century in Dyfed, and that his son was Dywel. Despite the list in Kulwch ac Olwen, there was no relation between Dywel son of Erbin and Geraint son of Erbin. Geraint was a man from Devon and his father was another Erbin.​[138]​
The other persons named in the Ymddiddan are completely unknown. As Phillimore and Dr. Evans observed the name Cediw is found as the name of a brook and Blaen Cediw as the name of a farm in Llan-gan in Carmarthenshire, and in Llangathen in the same shire a farm is found with the name Llethr Gadfan. The last is named by Lewis Dwnn, i, 139, as Lleth Kadvan.​[139]​ It is very possible that the names preserve the memory of the two fighters Cedfyw​[140]​ and Cadfan. Dr. Evans was not correct when he said that the name Cyndur occurred among the ancestors of the kings of Dyfed in Cardiff 25. As the already quoted genealogy shows, it is ‘Tryffin son of Ewein Vreisg son of Kyndeyrn Vendigeit.’ who is found there. In Jesus 3 this name appears as Cyndwr Bendigeit. Cyndwr may be an error for Cyndur (which rhymes with mesur in the Ymddiddan)​[141]​ but that person would be much too early to be in the described battle. If the genealogies are correct he was the great-grandfather of Elgan. An old example of the name Cyndur is found in a place name in Gwent, Lib. Land. 234.12, riu celli cintur. Rhys Undant is also a completely unknown figure but his name is related to the same descriptive category as Elgan Weflhwch or Weflflwch, Cynan Cylchwedd, Brochwel Ysgithrog, etc. Errith and Gwrrith are also obscure, in as far as we can be sure that these are personal names. Reference has already been made to a copy of the main genealogy of Dyfed given in Harl. 4181, a manuscript written by Hugh Thomas of Aberhonddu, who died in 1714.​[142]​ The manuscript asserts its original is old​[143]​ and Phillimore says that part of it is derived from Jesus 3.​[144]​ The part of the genealogy belonging to the sixth century gives the following:—

Gyrdeber son of Erbin son of Evith Llawhir son of Tryffin son of Owen Vraisg, etc.​[145]​

Here Evith Llawhir corresponds to Aircol Lawhir in Jesus 3, and to Aircol, Aergul, Avarvl in the other texts. We ought not to trust such a late example too much, but Evith may easily be a misreading from Errith. It is not so easy to explain how that name came to replace Aircol, if not unless they were mixed in an early kind of original containing memoranda about the royal family of Dyfed. Gwrrith (Gurrith in the orthography of the Black Book) was partner to Errith. In one of the texts from the history of the Déisi printed by Kuno Meyer the name Gubrith is found in a list of ‘septs’​[146]​ of that tribe.​[147]​ Since a section of the tribe settled in Dyfed, it is not impossible that Gurrith is a Welsh version of Gubrith, through *Gwrfrith. To account for the loss of the f remember that it originally was a bilabial sound and that it may be lost in the w in front of it. Or Gurrith may be a miscopying of Guurith (similarly Erith from Eurith?).
We see thus, although some of these names are quite uncertain, that suggestions are in favour of joining Cedfyw, Cadfan, Errith, and Gwrrith with Dyfed, and that Elgan and Dywel ab Erbin explicitly belong to this country. But in two places in this part of the Ymddiddan many of critics saw references to the old kingdom of the North. One of them is found in the fourth line; Oed yscuid o tryuruyd o tryuan. Skene​[148]​ suggests that tryuruyd here is the river Tribruit which is named in the list of Arthur’s battles in the Historia Brittonum; Decimum gessit bellum in litore fluminis quod vocatur Tribuit.​[149]​ Here, he says, the river is Forth. This is not valid, since Gweryd was the Welsh from for Forth. The two names would come from the form *Vo-rit-ia.​[150]​ According to Phillimore, on the other hand, tryuruyd is the Solway Firth,​[151]​ named Trácht Romra in the Life of Columba by Adamnan.​[152]​ But there is no correspondence between the words tryuruyd and Romra. Trácht Romra is explained by Watson, 161, as ‘Strand of (the) mighty sea (ro-muir).’ R. J. Thomas also said that tryuruyd is a name of the river, although he does not locate it.​[153]​ It is certain that traethev trywruid is named in BBC. 95.10, a reference, doubtlessly, to Nennius’ Tribruit. But Sir Ifor Williams​[154]​ has shown, that bruit in the Old Cornish Vocabulary was translated from the Latin word varius and means ‘variegated, of different forms.’ It was used especially concerning a shield target, which was in different colours ‘because there were bloodstains on it …or blows on it changed its colour here and there.’ ‘In the end,’ he adds, ‘Nennius’ Tribuit . . shows a possible meaning for Traeth Tryfrwyd , namely “spotted.” It is therefore unnecessary to try explaining tryuruyd in the Ymddiddan as a place name.​[155]​ Sir Ifor Williams shows that brwyd occurs as a name and as a Welsh adjective and in CA. 294 it is said that tryfrwyd may sometimes be a name with the developed meaning ‘battle.’ In the example in the Ymddiddan it is possible that it is an adjective, a mutated form of godfryfrwyd.​[156]​ 
The other supposed reference to the North is found in l. 7, Rac deur ineutur y tirran. This again is Skene’s suggestion: ‘There is one allusion in it which marks great antiquity—that to a place called Nevtur—the most ancient name of Dumbarton, and one not applied to it, or indeed known, after the eight century.’ FAB. i, 222, and in FAB. ii, 321, he adds: ‘probably the same place mentioned by Fiech in his “Life of St. Patrick” written in the eight century.’ This opinion was accepted by others such as Stokes,​[157]​ Lot,​[158]​ and Bury.​[159]​ Skene refers to the words in the hymn of Fiacc to Patrick—Genair Patraicc in Nemthur….(Patrick was born in Nemthur…)​[160]​ McClure holds that this Nemthur is near Glastonbury in the hymn of Fiacc and he refers to the end of the name Nimet in that district named in a charter given in 744.​[161]​ But Watson​[162]​ has shown that the forms are derived from the word nemeton, which is preserved in Gaelic meaning ‘sacred place,’ a very common element in place names in Scotland, such as Rosneimhidh (Rosneath), Dail Neimhidh (Dalnavie), etc. A former place named Medio-nemeton was found, possibly on the line of the Wall between Forth and Clyde, but not it is not represented by the any later form. Above the name Nemthur in the hymn of Fiacc a gloss is found explaining that this place is Ail Cluadde (Dumbarton) and Neved, a place in the vicinity of Dumbarton, is named in a charter in 1225. Nemthur, Nemptor is derived from *Nemeto-dūron, and the corresponding Welsh forms are the well known, nyfed, Nimet, Edynyfed, etc.​[163]​ A form such as *Nyfetir is expected from *Nemeto-dūron in Welsh and Skene does not explain how the Irish form ‘Nevtur’ may be found in a Welsh poem such as the Ymddiddan. But in as far as this form was possible one ought to observe, as O. Eilian Owen​[164]​ showed, that ineutur rhymes with deuur and that the ending is –wr not –ur. Owen explains the word as yn eu tŵr and translates the line ‘before two men they huddle together in their stronghold.’ It would perhaps be better to read ineuter as yn neu twrr, ‘in two groups.’​[165]​ There is of course another possibility, namely reading yn Neuddwr as Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans​[166]​ suggests, since the t in the Black Book usually stands for dd. This gives a better rhyme with deuur, although the alliteration with y tirran is lost. Two regions named Deuddwr are preserved in Powys,​[167]​ which is too far from Dyfed to be of help to us here, but according to Sir John Lloyd​[168]​ and Professor W. Rees​[169]​ Penrhyn Deuddwr was an old name of the piece of land between rivers Taf and Thywi in Carmarthenshire. An example of it is found in a document belonging to the year 1392 dealing with lordships of Llansteffan: 

the lordship of Penryn Deuddr, between the land of Maignorgeyn on the one side and the stream called Rocht on the other side….​[170]​

This would fit exactly with the reference in the Ymddiddan. We must face one difficulty, namely that deuddwfr (deuduur) is expected in as early a manuscript as the Black Book. But in the Book of Llandaf, which is earlier, the name baudur (Bawddwr)​[171]​ is found twice (p. 74; 172) for a river in Monmouthshire, side by side with guefrduur, 159, and orduur (gorddwfr), 251.​[172]​ Perhaps –ddwfr became –ddwr in dialect by the twelfth century, if not before this, and a form as deuddwr may have slipped into a poem as the Ymddiddan in which the ancient style of the chief poets was not followed. If this is correct, here, possibly, is another reference connecting the poem with Dyfed.

§5. Maelgwn Gwynedd
Maelgwn is named twice in the Ymddiddan. The only known Maelgwn who could have been a contemporary of Elgan is Maelgwn Gwynedd. He is discussed by Sir John Lloyd, HW. 12-31, where he differentiates between the historical value of, on the one hand, Gildas’ testimony concerning Maelgwn and on the other hand the numerous and various traditions found about him in saints’ Lives and in other places. Lloyd does not rely on those traditions but perhaps, in spite of this, some elements of truth are at the bottom of many of the events they record. In the Lives Maelgwn is described as a cruel monarch and tyrant to the saints, but exceptionally he is overcome by them, through the help of God, and he is made to repent. He came into conflict with the saints in every part of Wales, with Cybi in Anglesey, with Tydecho in Powys, with Padarn in Ceredigion, with Cadog in Gwynllŵg, and in the Vita Sancti Bernachii a quarrel is recorded between him and Brynach in Dyfed. This Life is found in the manuscript of the British Museum Cotton Vespasian A. xiv. f. 77b, which was written towards 1200.​[173]​ The Life was composed during the twelfth century.​[174]​ It reports that Maelgwn, king of Cambria, took Brynach’s cow with violence when he was on journey in the vicinity of Brynach’s cell.​[175]​ But when he tried to boil the meat, the water could not be warmed and Maelgwn recognized that it was God interfering on behalf of the saints, he repented, and the two were reconciled. It is not said what the purpose was of the king’s journey in Dyfed, but since there were men with him in his retinue it is likely that he was on a military campaign. No other source records that Maelgwn visited Dyfed but in the Life of Padarn it is told of his coming to the mouth of the river Clarach in North Ceredigion where he was on his way to defeat Deheubarth.​[176]​ If there is basis to this tradition it could have been easy to travel to Dyfed in the course of his campaign.​[177]​
We see, thus, that there is a tradition in the Life of Brynach about Maelgwn Gwynedd coming to Dyfed, and that Elgan and Dywel ab Erbin, according to the evidence of the genealogies, are men who were, or may have been, contemporaries of him in that old kingdom. I believe that this is enough, without depending too much on the other names, to justify the theory that the first part of Ymddiddan Myrddin an Thaliesin is a poem containing traditions on the battle between Maelgwn Gwynned and the men of Dyfed. A little may be gathered from it concerning the battle. It does not say where it was, but it says that Elgan and Dywel, Cedfyw and Cadfan, Rhys Undant, and Cyndur, had been killed. Doubtlessly, victory was obtained by Maelgwn’s army. Perhaps Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans’ suggestion may be accepted that the two speakers, Myrddin and Thaliesin, represent the two parties in the battle, Dyfed’s army and Maelgwn’s army? It is notable that it is Taliesin who names Maelgwn twice, and that it is Myrddin who laments Cedfyw and Cadfan, Elgan and Dywel. But in l. 15-16 a supporting view is found of Elgan by Taliesin, following his reference to Rhys Undant and Cyndur. Again if the poem is the work of a poet from Dyfed it is possible that he knew only of the heroes of Dyfed (apart from Maelgwn), and since Taliesin is a figure of national fame the poet did not feel it was improper to make him lament or praise them. The dramatic feeling was not developed enough in the period to prohibit the inconsistency. 
The tale Hanes Taliesin (The history of Taliesin) shows that there was a tradition connecting Taliesin with the court of Maelgwn Gwynedd,​[178]​ although the relation between them was not very friendly. Sir Ifor Williams holds that this story was formed in the ninth century,​[179]​ and doubtlessly no clear difference was made after that between Taliesin of the story and Taliesin of the North, the poet of Urien.​[180]​ As far as we know, Geoffrey of Monmouth was the first to connect Myrddin with South West Wales in his Historia Regum Britanniae (History of the British kings), which appeared in 1136.​[181]​ He said that in the city afterwards called Caer Uyrddin​[182]​ the boy without father, Myrddin, was found.​[183]​ Also in the Vita Merlini (The Life of Merlin), a poem composed towards 1148-51, made Myrddin (Merlinus) king of Demetae, who brought Taliesin (Thelgesinus) to converse with him, although the subject of their conversation had nothing to do with the contents of the Ymddiddan of the Black Book.​[184]​ Before the end of the twelfth century Gerald of Wales said, in his description of his journey through Wales in 1188, that ‘Caerfyrddin means city of Myrddin; for the reason that it was there, according to the history of the British, that Myrddin was found after he was conceived by an incubus.’​[185]​ 

§6. Geoffrey of Monmouth
Chadwick belives that Geoffrey obtained the idea of bringing Myrddin and Taliesin together in the Vita Merlini from the Ymddiddan. This is reasonable and very likely, although it may perhaps not be proven conclusively. This is not the place to discuss Geoffrey’s relation with the Poems of Merlin in full, but we may briefly summarize Chadwick’s observations on this matter.​[186]​ He rejects without ceremony the opinion of scholars such as Faral, that the Afallennau, etc., derive from work of Geoffrey.​[187]​ These Welsh poems, he thinks, or at least their kernel, existed before Geoffrey composed his Historia,​[188]​ and Geoffrey had heard of them. But he did not know anything about their contents except for the prophecies in them attributed to a certain Myrddin. He turned that name into the Latin form Merlinus and gave it to the boy without father, Ambrosius,​[189]​ whose story he took from Nennius’ Historia Brittonum. And he explained that the boy was discovered in Carmarthen and that his mother was the daughter of the king of Dyfed. But in the course of the following years Geoffrey learned much more about Myrddin. He learned, for example, about the Afallennau and the Cyfoesi and the Ymddidan Myrddin a Thaliesin as well as about the tale of Lailoken​[190]​ in Scotland and the used them all in composing the Vita Merlini. He also understood that Myrddin was misdated and misplaced in the Historia, but he did not want to acknowledge this. In the Vita, therefore, he made Myrddin live on into a new period. For the sake of consistency with the story in the Historia he made him king of Dyfed, but sent him in his madness to the Calidonis Silua.​[191]​ Apart from this the geography of the Vita is, purposely, very misty. 
It is observed carefully now from the work of Geoffrey that he placed Myrddin in Carmarthen, and by this joined the two names. Was he the first to do this? The name Carmarthen [W. Caerfyrddin] was, of course, old, and the second part of it [fyrddin] is derived from Moridunuum, ‘city’ of the sea.​[192]​ When the word was translated in Welsh caer [Eng. ‘fort’] was put in front of it and the old meaning was lost. It is not personal names that follow each Caer-, but it may easily be imaged that the local inhabitants, centuries before Geoffrey, wondered if ‘Myrddin’ was a person in ancient times, who founded the fort. Indeed, Phillimore​[193]​ believes that the name of the prophet came from the name of the town, just as Lleon Gawr was obtained from Caerlleon and Efrog from Caerefrog. The name of the wild man in the Northern (Scottish) versions of the tale of Myrddin, he says, was Lailoken or some similar form,​[194]​ but when the story was transferred to Wales this name was supplanted by the name Myrddin. In favour of this theory the fact may be noted that the genealogy of Myrddin is not found among the genealogies of North Wales​[195]​ although that of Rhydderch Hael and Gwendollolau is there. It is unnecessary for us to discuss the theory further here but it may be noted that Arymes Prydein (The prophesy of Prydein), a poem composed towards 930,​[196]​ refers to Myrddin as prophet.​[197]​ And it is remembered that that poem appealed to people of Dyfed.
Certainly, this is not the only explanation for the name Caerfyrddin found in the Middle Ages. In the tale Breuddwyd Maxen it is said that ‘But because the fort [W. caer] was made by a myriad [W. myrdd] of men it is called Caer Vyrdin.’​[198]​ But it is completely possible that the explanation which Geoffrey suggests for the name (and which Gerald [of Wales] gave later in full) dates from before his time. This is an important point with regard to trying to date Ymddidan Myrddin a Taliesin. It is hardly necessary to give serious consideration to the opinion that the Ymddiddan is derived from the Vita Merlini. The two poets in the Vita do not mention traditions of Dyfed or the battle of Arfderydd. Taliesin returns from Brittany, where he had been sent by Myrddin to study under Gildas, and begins the conversation with a long speech discussing natural phenomena of creation. He finishes by relating how the wounded Arthur was carried to the island of Avalon. Myrddin answers by lamenting on account of Britain’s tragic destiny after the fall of its big hero. Taliesin suggests sending for Arthur to ask for his return but Merlin says it is too early to think of this. The island is defeated, he says, by the Saxons, but later Cynan and Cadwalader unite the Scots, the Welsh, the Cornish and the Bretons, against them.​[199]​ Afterwards Myrddin looks back on the history of Britain during the long time that he was alive. Then it is told that a new well had sprouted from the earth, Myrddin drinks of the water and his mind is healed and Taliesin gives an explanation for such wells and their virtues. We see at once that the Ymddidan in the Black Book is not indebted to this discussion of its contents. Nor is it likely that the basic idea of bringing Myrddin and Taliesin together to converse was suggested by it, since the two poets were already famous figures in Welsh tradition. Indeed, contrary to the Historia Regum Brittanniae, the Vita Merlini did not have the same influence on the Welsh literature. It was not translated into Welsh and no Welsh composition is found which is derived from it. At no time was it a popular work, a literary ‘success’ as the Historia was, just a single full text in a manuscript of it is found today.​[200]​ And to say the least, the Ymddidan Myrddin a Thaliesin is independent from it, but it is very likely, as Chadwick has said, that the Vita is indebted to the Ymddiddan. This dates the Ymddiddan before 1148. But ought it to be dated after 1136 since Geoffrey in the Historia joins Myrddin with Carmarthen? As was shown above this does not follow, since it is entirely possible that this connection was already formed in the minds of the people of Dyfed before Geoffrey’s days. All that may be said fairly certainly about the date of the Ymddidan by considering Geoffrey’s work is that the poem is earlier that 1148. It may also be earlier than 1136. I believe that we may heartily agree with Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans that Myrddin in this poem represents the people of Dyfed. Certainly, he was the same person as the prophet of the North, and he may have been put with Taliesin to discuss Arfderydd and the madmen in Coed Celyddon. But by virtue of his apparent connection with Carmarthen it was just as appropriate to make him lament the great old traditional heroes of Dyfed. The historical and geographical inconsistencies were not worrying to the men of those centuries. We may compare the manner Taliesin, poet of Urien Rheged in North Wales in the second half of the sixth century, was made poet of Elfin in Gwynedd and a contemporary of Maelgwn in the first half of the same century. Another example is Llywarch Hen, who was transported from North Wales to Powys. In these two examples stories are formed about their heroes and they are located specifically in Wales. In the case of Myrddin, in as far as we know, this did not happen but we may imagine that Nennius’ story about the boy Ambrosius had been accepted in its entirety by the people of Dyfed and its connection with Myrddin and Carmarthen before Geoffrey. There is no proof of this happening. But whatever is thought about the Phillimore theory , which is quoted above, it appears that it is likely that the men in the vicinity of Carmarthen believed towards the beginning of the twelfth century that one of their poets was Myrddin. As we know, the belief continued much later, and indeed until today.

§7 Language and rhyme
Are there any characteristic features in the language of the Ymddiddan that help us dating it? Only about two or three examples of the article are found, but in such a short poem doubtlessly there is no big significance to this. One example is found of a future tense in –awt (bithaud in the last line), but these forms were very common in the period of the Black Book. We get the most help from the word tarian [shield], which occurs in l. 12. This is a loanword in Welsh from the Old English targe (targan), and it was a loanword in Old English from Old Scandinavic targa. According to Kuno Meyer the oldest example of the word in English occurred in 970,​[201]​ and its presence in a Welsh poem prevents any early date to it. It is not found in the poems of Llywarch Hen or in the Book of Aneirin.​[202]​ The old Welsh word [for shield] was ysgwyd, and it occurs in the Ymddiddan, l. 4. Tarian is found in the work of Cynddelw in 1160.​[203]​ Of course, one cannot date the arrival of the word into Welsh definitively, but it would be adventurous to date any poem in which it occurred earlier that the eleventh century, 1000-1100. 
Let us now turn to consider the evidence of the rhymes. In the poem are a number of examples of generic rhyme,​[204]​ or ‘Irish rhyme’: 

dyuel, diuet —l.19
brivher, foher, hymchuel—l. 27-8
eliffer, brouher, ochel—l. 29-30

This rhyme was common in early poetry but stopped being used at least in the work of official court poets, towards 1100.​[205]​ But let us look at the words of Sir Ifor Williams on this topic, CLlH. lxxxvii: ‘Of course, the fact that the chief poet after 1100 avoided this early kind of rhyme does not prove that the storyteller could not use it later on.’ A striking example of late generic rhyme is found in a text of Pen . 3 (c. 1200) of the Afallenau, B. iv, 123, where arhonneit, hwyeit, haryneic, essyffleit are rhymed. The verse in which these words are found is a parody on the prophetic, ‘orthodox’ Afallennau, and it is very difficult to believe that it is earlier than 1100. Indeed, its contents suits the century 1200-1300 better. It may largely be said that the twelfth century (1100-1200), the time of the Norman attacks on Wales, is the time of the political Afallennau, and a period of time must be allowed for them to flourish as the literary form before parodies of it are found. The Ymddiddan Myrddin a Taliesin, less than the Afallenau, is not an example of official work of the chief poets, and therefore in this poem the presence of generic rhyme does not prove that it is earlier than 1100.
Sir John Morris-Jones called attention to the heavy and light rhyme​[206]​ that are in the Ymddiddan,​[207]​ for example truan, chaduan(n), kyulauan; deuthan(t), tarian; daruuan(t), darogan. They show that the poem was composed after the accent shift to the penult in polysyllabic words. According to Sir John Morris Jones, as already observed, the stress was on the last syllable ‘from the sixth to the tenth century,’ but towards the end of the period ‘the two last syllables must have become equally stressed.’​[208]​ If this is correct, the Ymddidan could not, at best, be earlier than, say, the year 1000. But it should be noted that there are examples of heavy and light rhyme in the Poems of Llywarch Hen, cf. CLlH. 19, kywen(n), anghen; 20, erbyn(n), dilyn, teruyn; 22, therfyn, llwybryn(t) (later copy); 39, tirion, meillyon, callon(n); 40, melyn, erchwyn(n); 49, gwaedlan(n), cann, Kintilan (cf. also 40.58); 50, melyn, gwrthryn(n); on page 41 Medlan is rhymed with mann, rann, but on page 47 with diddan, achlan. In the ode Etmic Dinbych (The praise of Tenby), which is dated by Sir Ifor Williams towards 875, chylchyn (l. 12) is rhymed with llyn(n), hyn(n), and also gwylan (l. 35) with ran(n), etc.​[209]​ In Arymes Prydein; which is dated in 930, an example is found of rhyming kylchyn with dybydyn(t), gorescyn(n), etc., BT. 13.13. This suggests that Sir John Morris-Jones had supposed that the stress stayed longer on the last syllable than it did. Sir John believes that the Ymddiddan​[210]​ was composed ‘near the end of the 12th century’, but the heavy and light rhyme in the poem does not support that. It may be noted that the Gogynfeirdd, the official court poets, abstained from that rhyme, although there was in truth no reason except education and ancient custom for doing this in words of more than one syllable in their age.​[211]​ But the rule is found as late as the fourteenth century in the Grammar of Einion Offeiriad. ​[212]​ Their presence in the Ymddidan shows that this poem, whatever time it was composed, was completely outside of the order of the Gogynfeirdd. 
Another characteristic feature related to the language and rhyme of the Ymddiddan is that the t at the end of the third person plural of verbs was lost (or more precise, was mutated away), tirran (7), dygan (9), etc. In two examples the t was written, thauant (6), wnaethant (20), but the rhyme shows that it should not be pronounced. It is clear that the t was lost in speech by the time the poem was composed, because thauant, wnaethant rhyme with words ending with the light –an, imuan, kyulauan. Some of the rhymes by themselves, of course, may be very ancient, as tirran(t), welugan(n), dygan(n) in l. 7,8,9, as Sir John Morris-Jones shows by discussing ‘nasal’ rhyme as dybyddynt, brynn in Cy. xxviii, 208.​[213]​ But this correspondence is not maintained throughout the poem, but the rhymes –an(t), -an(n), -an are confused with each other. Here again the loss of the t is not giving explicit help to the dating. It is not known what time it occurred, but dybydyn, discynnyn are found in Arymes Prydein rhyming with kylchyn,​[214]​ and in the second of the Nine Juvencus Englynion, which was written in the tenth century,​[215]​ treidin (=treithynt, traethynt) is found not rhyming with any other words. The Gogynfeirdd would have preserved the t at all times at the end of the third person plural of the verb. 
We see that support for trying to date the poem, provided by the language and the rhyme, on the whole, is negative. The word tarian is the most specific evidence. It shows that it is likely that the Ymddidan is not from an earlier date than towards 1000. On the other side its very probable influence on the Vita Merlini suggests it is not later than 1148. A period of time must be allowed before Geoffrey may have heard of the poem (between 1136 and 1148) and to get the impression that it was old. Perhaps we would not be far off by attempting to date it during the second half of the eleventh century, 1050-1100.
If this date is accepted, we must not stay with Sir John Morris-Jones’ suggestion that the Ymddidan is the work of a wandering minstrel. Perhaps, as Sir John said, ‘(that) class existed at all times,’​[216]​ but the term is used most especially to describe low degrees of poets in the period of the bardic system, namely from towards 1100 onward. Their work was, ‘to satirize and praise, and to cause disgrace and shame.’​[217]​ The Ymddiddan does not belong to that world. It belongs rather to the last of the Cynfeirdd, a period when a great abundance of poems was found on various topics, such as religion, the Bible, nature, mythology, prophecy, graves of old heroes, as well as odes such as Etmic Dinbych and the poem to Aeddon​[218]​ which shows a continuation of some of the characteristic features of the earliest Welsh poetry. It is without a doubt that there was a considerable flexibility in the metre and rhyme occurring in that period additionally to increase and vary the topics that used to be sung in them. Then from towards 1100 onward one kind of poem, the ode of praise, had risen above all other kinds, and it held a prominent place about two centuries. But poems such as the Afallennau and the Hoianau show that other kinds continued through this period as well. 

§8. Summary
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1	Myr. The full name is found six times in front of the speeches in the Black Book, four times as Myrtin and twice as Mirtin.
mor truan. A line of eight syllables. Cf. T. Gwynn Jones, Trans. Cy., 1913-14, 72, ‘A line like “Mor truan gennyf mor truan,” would have been impossible under the Code rules, particularly in their later forms.’ But in Cerdd Dafod, 306, it is said that ‘repetition is weak unless it is an intentional figure of speech; in sadness and in joy it is natural.’ In the grammar of the Red Book of Hergest the repeating of words in an englyn [a welsh poem form. MvdB.] is forbidden ‘unless grief or the lightness of love are an excuse for it,’ see Gramadegau’s Penceirddiaid, 14. On the interjectory use of mor cf. mortru, gloss on eheu, VVB. 189; WG. 253; kan vyg callon i mor dru, CLlH. 35; mor dru eu hadrawd wy, CA. 15.
2	deryv. Third pers. sing. pres. ind. of darvod, but the best meaning is ‘that fell’; see WG. 352; G. 292.
	am. ‘Ynghylch (concerning),’ see G. 20.
	Keduyv. A personal name, Cedfyw, not the verbal noun cyd-fyw (‘to live together’) as is said in RC. xxii, 438. The name does not occur in any other text. Cedfyw was one who is lively in the battle. See further the introduction, p. 34.
	Caduan. Again a personal name. Four different Cadfans are listed in G. 90. See CA. xcii, 77, and the introduction, p. 34.
3	oed. Although t is found most frequently for dd in the Black Book oed is found three times on the first page, ‘by a slip’ is said in WG. 22. These examples may be added to the ones given in CA. xxxvii.
llachar. [Bright, flashing, fiery etc. MvdB.] D. coruscus, igneus, fulgurans. He [D.] gives the examples cleddyf llachar, pâr llachar, llachar fâr , and refers to tân llachar yn ehedeg o’r arfau, see CLlLl. 7.16; cf. ibid., 41, ‘flashing, bright,’ and see Brut Ding. 122.5, y tanllachar yn ysgeinnyav o’r arueu…megys mellt ymlaen taran.
	kyulauar. It may be an adjective or a noun , G. 209, ‘noisy, loud, resounding’ or ‘clamour of thunder.’ It is interpreted here as adjective. G does not give an example of the word besides this. See Meyer, CIL. 444, on the Irish form com-labar, ‘speaking together.’
	kyulauan. The meaning here is ‘battle, killing.’ On the other meanings ‘crime, wound, blow,’ etc. see PKM, 144; G. 209. According to the rule oed at the beginning of the sentence is followed by the predicate, cf. WS. 197. Thus here, ‘the battle was fiery and loud.’ Note that the definite article is not found before kyulauan. The poet composed in ancient literary style. 
4	oed. It is followed here by the subject, see G. 64.
yscuid. This is the old word for shield, cognate with the Breton skoed, Ir. scíath, Lat. scutum. See CA. 63; Lewis-Ped., 10.
	o tryuruyd. See the introduction, p. 36. The best meaning is found by interpreting it as a mutated form of godryfrwyd, ‘variegated, speckled,’ concerning the shield having been stained or struck in battle. Against this it may be argued that the o had been written apart from tryuruyd and that the t- does not mutate to d-. Yet cf. BT. 64.14, gotraet; CA. 30, l. 761, o dileith, except, l 773, godileit.
	o tryuan. Amutated form of godryfan. On the meanings of tryfan see Cylch. Llyfr. Gen. Cymru, ii, 2, p. 74 (Winter, 1941). The meaning that fits best here is ‘noisy, high-pitched, resounding.’ Another possibility is godrywan, ‘he was stabbed,’ but by reading the form as such part of the alliteration with the preceding word is lost. Note that the alliteration occurs after the second and the third stress in the previous two lines.
5	Tal. In the Black Book the name is found twice abbreviated, Talyes, Talies, and three times in full, Taliessin.
	Maelgun. On the name see Brut Ding. 276; In. Anc. Mon. Angl., cxvi. On the syntax see Lewis-Ped., 245. Stress is laid on Maelgun by putting the copula in front of it and a relative clause after it. 
imuan. Ymwan, to fight, to kill, cf. 28, in eu hymvan; IGE. 15.4, meibion Tudur, ben ymwanwyr Môn; ibid., 127. 15, ymwan ar dwrneimant. 
6	y teulu. Men of Maelgwn. On teulu ‘war-band’ see PKM. 107. 
	toryuulu. Torflu (uu=w=f), a compound of synonyms, [torf ‘multitude, host’ + llu ‘host.’ MvdB.] cf. elyflu, PKM. 242. Here it is the host of Dyfed. 
	ny thauant. A plural verb with a singular collective subject (teulu). The rhyme shows that the final –t should not be pronounced. 
7	ineutur. See the introduction, p. 37.
	tirran. Tyrrant [they crowded together, 3 pl. pret. of tyrru. MvdB.] see B. xi, 146, on the word. It was Maelgwn’s men who crowded together before two men.
8	Errith, Gurrith. These are the two men. They belong to the host of Dyfed.
	y ar. Ar, on. see B xiii, 6.
 		welugan. [Gwelwgan, pale white. MvdB.] Cf. CA. 64, ‘march [horse] was left out in poetic idiom, and the adjective stood for the name as well.’ In the Gododdin cf. l. 6, mein vuan; 307, y ar veinnyel; BBC. 99.1, kywruy cann; CLlH. 2.8b, Rac carn cann. Cf. also B. xii, 15, from the Triads of the Horses in Pen. 16, guelwgan gohoewgein march morvran eil tegit.
9	mein winev. [Light brown. MvdB.] Here again meirch ‘horses’ is implied. On the adjectives cf. CA 1.6, mein vuan; LlH. 29.111, lliaws gwineu; cf. CLlH. 62.
	a dygan. Maelgwn’s men come on ‘light brown’ horses to meet Errith and Gurrith, who are ‘on pale white’ horses
10	moch. Swift, fast. 
	guelher. Gwelir, it is seen, cf. WG. 324, ‘the ending -(h)er has a fut. ind. meaning in Early Ml. W.’ ; B. x, 37, gorthrycher ‘not imperative… but pres. ind.’ (p. 38); CLlH. 89, digoner; ibid., 173, gatter; BBC. 34.9, naccer.
	gan Elgan. On Elgan see the introduction, p. 18. On names beginning with El- see B. viii, 30. Y nifer gan Elgan is the host of Elgan, ‘the host with Elgan.’ They are seen coming to the battle.
11	lleith. Death, see CA. 248. The death of Elgan is referred to.
	maur a teith. Mawr o daith, great journey. It was written as ateith in the Black Book but the a is a preposition, cf. CA. 6.136, tru a dynghetuen; PKM. 115, ys glut a beth; see G. 3. These words suggest that the battle was fought somewhere from Elgan’s court or home.
12	rychvant. Rhychwant, ‘span.’ Cf. D. Spithama, lichas, palmus; TW. palmus, ‘a handbreadth size, the size of four fingers or four inches. Palmus major, span. Palmus minor, half a foot; Andrews, palmus, ‘A span or twelve digits…palmus minor, a smaller measure, a palm’; Liddell and Scott on σπιθαμή, ‘a span…about 7 ½ inches’; Esaiah, xl, 12, ‘Who…measured the heavens with his span.’ Whatever size the precise measure was, it is probable that the meaning is that Rhys’ shield was small because it was struck…and broken by the battle. The smallness of his shield contributed to his fame as soldier because it showed that he could fight among the fiercest. 
	arian. See the introduction, p. 50.
13	attad. Rhys is referred to?
	rad. [Grace, blessing. MvdB.] A noun and adjective cf. D. gratia, benedicto (noun); gratis (adj.). If we take it as a noun it is possible that the meaning ‘grace’ or ‘blessing’ of battle is the reward that comes in the other world to the brave soldier who was killed in the battle, cf. CA. 134, if we may suppose that this idea had continued as late as the period in which this poem was composed. Note that Gerald of Wales said that the Welsh considered death on the battlefield an honour, see Thomas Jones, Gerallt Cymro, 179. On the other hand if we accept rad as an adjective by reading rhad gyflafan (as in the text Pen. 26 of the Ymddiddan) perhaps it may give a meaning as ‘fast, quick,’ to rad and one can understand kyulauan as ‘blow’—‘a quick death came, to you suddenly.’
	kyulau[a]n. The Black Book gives kyulaun, but the rhyme and the metre show that the correct reading is kyulauan.
14	kyndur. A personal name, see the introduction, p. 35.
	tra messur. Y tu hwnt i fesur, beyond measuring. In tra as preposition, y tu draw, y tu hwnt, see WG. 410; Lewis-Ped. 123; CLlH. 155-6 on tra gweilgi, tra Bannawg.
15	dinon. Dynon, dynion, men G. 424 does not give any other example of this form as plural of dyn [man]. As it still exists in the southern dialects, another possible small support for the poem, given in the introduction.
	tra uuan. tra here is a conjunction, ‘whilst they lived.’ It is usually followed by a soft mutation in Middle Welsh but in Modern Welsh by the original consonant.
16	tryuir nod. Triwyr o nod, ‘three men of distinction.’ On trywyr see WS. 63. Cf. CA. 21.530, redyrch gwyr not. In GML. 232 two meanings to gwŷr nod are given ‘men of distinction and ‘marked or branded men.’ The first one fits here.
17	truy a thrui. The meaning of trwy in Middle Welsh was frequently tros [over], see PKM. 185. The soldiers came over the land like waves. 
	ruy a ruy. Rhwy was ‘too much, many,’ see CA. 156; WG. 434, 439; here perhaps ‘host after host.’ Lines 17 and 18 were mixed by the copyist of the Black Book but he gave two marks to show the correct reading. See the editions of Dr. Gwenogvryn Evans, p. 3.
18	im doeth. [Came to me. MvdB.] It was written as one word in the Black Book, imdoeth. It may be read either as im doeth (=daeth) or as y’m doeth, see G. 413. 
19	Dyuel. Personal name, Dywel ab Erbin, see the introduction, p. 18. It may also be read as Dyfel, see G. 432. A hill is found on the border of Radnorshire and Montgomeryshire which is called Hirddywel, cf. Phillimore in Owen’s Pem. iii, 222, ‘It is called on the old I-in. Ordnance Map Rhydd Hywel, and this is its present name in the district; but the older name is Hirddywel. See the poem of Llygad Gwr’s in Myv. Arch. I, 373, Gee’s ed., p. 256, translated in Powys Fadog, ii, 316, where it is so spelt; Oliver Matthews’ Chronicle (as cited in Mont. Coll., ii, 69, from Hearne’s Hist. and Antiquities of Glastonbury, Appendix, p. 249), where it is spelt Hirrdowell; Leland’s Itin. vol. v, fo. 70, where it is spelt Herdoel.’ On the reference of Llygad Gŵr the the place see LlH. 61, o uerwyn hyd uawr hirddywel. see also E.D Hones, Gwaith Lewis Glyn Clothi, 140, Rai mlaen gwy uwy uwy a el / Rai ar daear hir dwel.
	diuet. Here it is an adjective, ‘last,’ see G. 377; cf. CLlH. 213, diwed ymgynnwys. Dywel was killed in his last battle.
20	ab Erbin. Note the way the name is cut by giving an insertion in it between the two parts, cf. Cerdd Dafod, 83.
	ae uerin. His people were his soldiers, cf. CA. 205, Catraeht werin.
21	yscun. Ysgwn, ‘ready, fast, strong, brave, stubborn.’ see GLlH. 77. Observe the syntax, Llu Maelgwn is an independent nominal clause (cf. Rys Undant in l. 12), then we find the copula followed by an emphasized word, and finally a strong relative clause.
22	aerwir. Aerwyr, soldiers, fighters, see G. 13. Kad could mean either army or battle. 
	trybelidiad. An abstract noun from the adjective trybelid ‘brilliant’, cf. D. ‘Trybelydr, promptus, dexter, expeditus. Antiqui Trybelid’; YCM. 221, ‘keen, lively.’ In Brut Ding. 213, the meaning is given as ‘clear, light, bright’; Thus also in IGE. 424, ‘bright.’ Cf. BBC. 83.16, trybelid areith; LlH. 121.27, trybelid wylein; 227.24, gwnawt o synnwyr wawr warn trybelidiad; 324.18, morwyn a weleis mor drybelid. Doubtlessly trybelidiad in the text refers to the brightness of the weapons in the rush of the battle.’
	guaedlan. See CA. 105, ‘Bloody plain, slaughter.’ Note the four consecutive nouns in this line, a manner of speech that was common in the period of the Gogynfeirdd.
23	neu gueith arywderit. Neu is an affirmative particle, and gueith is ‘battle.’ Arywderit occurs in older orthography as armterid, see p. 14 of the introduction. Later on Arderyd is found, see G. 36. The place is represented today by the village Arthuret in Cumberland, see B. ix, 22, on the location.
	pan vit y deunit. In B. xv, 37, Professor H. Lewis regards pan as relative pronoun (before an improper relative clause) and explains the line as ‘from the battle of Arfderydd came reason.’ The battle of Arfderydd (in the future) is seen as the reason of the battle in Dyfed since it was the preparation as l. 24 shows, with regard to Arfderydd.
24.	y wuchit. Buchedd, ‘life,’ see G. 82, cf. BT. 57.16, llawen beird bedyd tra vo dyuuchyd. On the variation in the ending, cf. broder, brodyr. The warriors are preparing for the battle of Arfderydd throughout their life.
25	peleidrad. A blow with a spear, see CA. 289 on peleidryal (=peleidryat). It was formed from the plur. peleidyr, cf. CA. 36, l. 910. Or, perhaps, ‘spearsman,’ with –iad as agent , see WG. 233. On losing the į see WG. 41, ‘ į drops after r or l following a consonant, as… crwydrad for crwydriad.’
	guaedlad. Blood flowing, ‘bloodshed.’ On llad, ‘a drink,’ see Y Beirniad iii, 213.
	guaedlan. guadlan in the manuscript. 
26	bryv. Bryw, see G. 81, ‘lively, vigorous, strong.’
	breuaul. Frail, weak, broken, etc., see G. 76. The strong have fallen in the battle. 
27	brivher. When they are wounded or when they are harmed, see G. 77
	foher. In Middle Welsh this verb could mean either ‘to flee’ or ‘to put to flight,’ see Brut. Ding. 311. Perhaps the meaning here is ‘when they are put to flight.’
28	ymchuel. Flight, ‘retreat.’ Note the rhyme –er, -er, el.
	ymvan. ‘In their fight, in their battle,’ a verbal noun used as a noun. Or perhaps a passive state, ‘getting jousted, getting attacked,’ if ymwan can be interpreted as an transitive verb. Cf. Actau xvii, 13, A phan wybu’r Iddewon o Thesalonica fod gair Duw yn ei bregethu…(namely ‘yn cael ei bregethu’). See M. Rhichards, Breudwyt Ronabwy, 56; Cystrawn y Frawddeg Gymraeg, 57.
29	seith. I obtained the following letter from Professor E.C. Llewellyn, Cardiff, on the symbolism of Christian numerals in the middle Ages: ‘The Middle ages gave numerical relation a symbolic value. Three was the divine number. It combined with 4, the natural number of the 4 elements, the 4 natural virtues and the 4 Evangelists to form 7, the human number of the 7 ages of man, the 7 planets which affects his destiny, the 7 days of Creation, the 7 Christian virtues and the 7 Sacraments which save him from the 7 deadly sins. The 7 sounds of music and the 7 gifts of the Holy Ghost are but further symbols of the harmony that exists between nature and God. Augustine had shown that 12, formed by the natural number 	4mktiokeied bye the spiritual number of the Trinity, was the number of the Eternal Church. So the 12 patriarchs of the Old Law are balanced by the 12 apostles of the New Testament. Similarly the 4 major prophets are the forerunners of the 4 Evangelists. (A window at Chartrers shows Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel and Jeremiah each carrying one of the 4 Evangelists on his shoulder to symbolize this.)’ On other examples of the number seven in Welsh see the Introduction, p. 11.
	meib. A plural noun after a numeral, cf. PKM. 48, pump wraged, pym meib, etc. 
	Eliffer. One of the princes of the North surnamed Gosgorddfawr, and father of Gwrgi and Peredur. See the introduction, p. 13, and Sir Ifor Williams in Arch. Camb. lxxxix (1934), 34. Various forms of the name are found, Eliffer, Elifer, Eliver, Goliffer, Eleuther, etc., but it is shown in G. 169 ‘that ff is the consonant in the only example which alliterates,’ namely RP. 74a6, gosgord loewffordd Eliffer.
	guir. Plural after a numeral, cf. meib above.
30	ny ochel. One would expect ny ochelant [they do not avoid] since it is a reference to the seven sons. Seith guaew is the object of ny ochel. Note again the rhyme –er, -er, -el
		seithran. Everyone in his division or his subdivision of the host. On the meanings of ran see CLlH. 221; CA. 79.
31	vuelin. Ufelyn, rhyming with kyuerbin, kinvelin (-yn). The meaning of the ending is unsure, but cf. D. ‘Vfel & Vwel, fire…it is seen as a proper name meaning spark, flame, pyre.’; IGE. 425, ‘ufel, fire, spark.’ Cf. the note by O’Rahilly in Ériu, xiv, 1.
	kad. A host or a crowd.
	kyuerbin. Seven hosts facing seven others of the enemy's. kyuerbin(n) is rhymed with kinvelin, cf. p. 51. 
32	seithued. One of the seven, vf. CA. 104, seithuet dyd.
	kinhuan. Cynwan from cynt-, cynh- and gwan, ‘forefront of an army’ or ‘first attack of a host,’ see CLlH. 102. Cynfelyn (Drwsgl?) was every time in front of the attack. On him see the introduction, p. 15.
33	gowanon. I took this form in the first edition as ‘Gofannon the great smith,’ [a welsh mythological figure, a divine smith. MvdB.] despite the single –n-; thus also W. J. Gruffydd, Math vab Mathonwy, 146. But a much better explanation is found by Professor Thomas Jones in Llên Cymru, 11 (1952), 62-3, where the form is interpreted as a plural of the adjective gowan [piercing] , cf. WM. 234b19, Tri gouan gwan. The same explanation is given by Lloyd-Jones, G. 584, under gowan ‘stabbing, piercing, sharp’, although he adds ‘but the personal name Gofannon is not impossible’. Professor Thomas Jones stresses very rightfully that one of the characteristics of the old heroic poems, including the prophesies, is ‘an absence of references to mythological figures.’
34	kinreinon. Plur. of cynran, ‘prince, chief, warrior,’ see CLlH. 73.
dylanuan. Y llanwant, they fill, namely the rivers. 
35	haelon. plur. after a numeral, see on 29.
	a aethant. An example of the old syntax, plural subject + a (particle) + plural verb, cf. gwyr a gyrchasant, see Henry Lewis, Datblygiad yr Iaith Gymraeg, 117. The line, in spite of that, has too many syllables and the particle may be left out. 
	ygwllon. Yng ngwllon, yng ngwyllon into madness. On wy=w in the last syllable see WG. 113, tyngwt, mwrthwl, neithiwr o tyngwyt, etc. If it is true ygwllon is an example of wy > w in the accented penult. Or the copyist could have mistaken for ygwillon, cf. BBC. 51.1, willeith a gwillon. Gwyllon was a plur. of gwyllt ‘wild, mad’, see the discussion by Sir Ifor Williams of the word in B. I, 228. Mynd yng ngwyllon was retreating wildly or madly to the forest as Myrddin did after the battle of Arfderydd. On the mutation cf. gwraig Kilydd yn mynd ygwylldauc, WM. 226b10, adjectival form.
36	Coed Keliton. It is not entirely sure in what part of Scotland (Caledonia) the Caledonian forest was. Cf. Skene, FAB. i, 54, ‘The upper part of the valley of the Tweed’; Jackson, essays and studies presented to Prof. Eoin MacNeill, 547, ‘the famous forest of the West Lowlands’, and see Watson, 20. Here Myrddin dwelled in his madness. Cf. the introduction, p. 16; 55. 
		daruuan. Third plur. past of daruot ‘to perish’.
37	can ys mi myrtin guydi taliessin. With the first four words cf. BBC. 98.10, Canisti guin gur kiwir and see G. 104,cf. 61. We have observed line 37 in the introduction as an example of the naming of the speakers in poetic conversations, but doubtlessly it is more than that in the two last lines together. It was also suggested on p. 16 that the poet here makes Merlin admit that Taliesin preceded him, but Professor Thomas Jones , Llên Cymru, ii (1952), 62, holds ‘if anything, it is Myrddin who has claimed superiority over Taliesin.’ He translates the couplet as follows: ‘As I am Myrddin, who survived Taliesin, my prophesy will be common.’
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^71	  Cf. T. Gwynn Jones, Trans. Cy., 1913-14, 270, ‘In LL. D.C. we have several fragments of what appear to have been narrative poems. Such are the dialogue between Myrddin and Taliesin….’
^72	  Tryuruyd and ineutur are discussed below, p. 36-40.
^73	  Lloyd, HW. 131.
^74	  RM. 107, Gereint son of Erbin. And Eriniy son of Erbin. And Dyuel son of Erbin.; WM. 231b, Gereint son of Erbin. And Dyuel son of Erbin. In WM ‘ac e’ (about ermit) is added in the margin of the leaf with a mark to refer to the gap after the first Erbin.Dyweli is be found in the name of a brook in southern Ceredigion. See R. J. Thomas, Enwau Afonydd a Nentydd Cymru, 140, where it is said, by noting several possible sources: ‘it is possible to connect the name in question with the personal name Dywel.’ 
^75	  RWM. i, 724 (not 714, as Dr. Evans said in BBC, 161).
^76	  RWM. ii, 213.
^77	  see Cy. x, 85; Arch. Camb., 1892, 64.
^78	  [Robert Vaughan. MvdB].
^79	  J. Jones gives dots under c, t, d, to convey ch, th, dd. Similarly also under u (=w), r, l, k (=ngh). L without a dot under it stands for ll, but this is not observed without fail. A dot is put above g to represent ng. 
^80	  Two of them come from Irish sources, and they are in the manuscript Bodleian, Laud 610, and Bodleian, Rawlinson, B. 502. In these the Welsh names are found in Irish forms. Other texts are found in Harl. 3859; Cardiff 25; Bodleian, Rawlinson, B. 466; Jesus Coll. 3 (formerly Jesus 20). A text is also found in Harl. 4181, see Cy. x, 111, which is described by Phillimore, ibid., 83, as ‘in the autograph of Hugh Thomas of Brecon, who died in 1714.’ Parts of this manuscript, according to Phillimore, derive from Jesus 3. 
^81	  Ap (‘son of’) was deleted, cf. Jesus 3, Aircol Lawhir.
^82	  Cy. ix, 145-6
^83	  Cy. ix, 144-5.
^84	  Cy. ix, 171.
^85	  Namely Clydwyn son of Brychan Brycheiniog, see Cy. ix, 171.
^86	  The genealogy was accepted by Wade-Evans, WchO. 91, and was added: ‘the kings of Dyfed originated from three sources, (1) from kings of the Irish Deisi, who had come across about A.D 300, and had been permitted by the imperial government to settle; (2) from Demetus, son of the emperor Maximus; and (3) from Clydwyn, son of Brychan,. These three stocks interblended.’ Cf. Seiliau Hanesyddol Cenedlaetholdeb Cymru, 5. 
^87	  [Déisi: A group of people from Early Ireland] 
^88	  The Expulsion of the Dessi, Cy. xiv, 101.
^89	  Ibid., 112: ‘Luid Eochaid mac Arttchuirp dar muir cona chlaind hi crich Demed, conid ann atbathatar a maic 7 a hui. Conid dib cenel Crimthaind allæ,…’ Crich Demed brings to mind BT. 45.20, kat yg cruc dymet. But crúach was the Irish word that corresponded to crug. The similarities may be incidental or crich Demed may be an attempt to imply the welsh name by a similar sounding Irish word.
^90	 This is the version given in Rawlinson, B. 502. K. Meyer gives variants of laud 610, e.e. Petuir for Retheoir. 
^91	  Lloyd, HW. 261, did not regard this evidence as conclusive. He said: “the kings of Dyfed drew their origin, according to one account, from a national hero of the name of Dimet, according to another, from a branch of the royal line of the Deisi in Ireland, but in either case from no Brythonic source’; cf. ibid., 260, ‘Dyfed…was ruled by the same dynasty from the fifth century tot the tenth, and further, by a house which had n connection with Cunedda Wledig.’
^92	  HW. 344.
^93	  HW. 333.
^94	  HW. 262.
^95	  On the boundaries of old Dyfed see Phillimore, Owen’s Pem., I, 199; iv, 402; Lloyd, HW. 261.
^96	  Seisyll, king of Ceredigion, owned Ystrad Tywi, and after this the name Seisyllwg was given to his new kingdom. Lloyd, HW. 257, dates Seisyll towards 730 (750 in The Story of Ceredigion, 12), but he did not say on what basis. According to the Annales Cambriae, Cy. ix, 163, his son Arthen died in 807. Phillimore, Owen’s Pem., iii, 224-5, Rheinwg may have been named after Rhain son of Maredudd, who died in 808 according to the Annales Cambriae, cf. genealogy XIII in Cy. ix, 175, ‘regin son of morgetiud’. See also Cy. xi, 141.
^97	  Owen’s Pem. iii, 225.
^98	  ‘Apparently’ and ‘perhaps’ said by Phillimore, loc. cit., concerning these two names. On Cetheiniog see In. Anc. Mon. Angl., cxvi. cf. Cwm Cathen, Cwm Cathan, Owen’s Pem. iv, 429.
^99	  References by R. Davies to Noe can be found on page xii from the edition from 1850 of the Testament of 1567
^100	  Owen’s Pem. iv, 428 This shows, without mention of the other points, how unfounded Faral’s attack is, Lég. Arth. i, 137, on the genuineness of this genealogy. He insists that the presence of the name Arthur in the genealogy is nothing but an attempt in the tenth century to forge a source from king Arthur to the royal family of Dyfed.
^101	  Lloyd, HW. 132, 262
^102	  See Owen’s Pem. iv, 429; H. Williams, Gildas, I, 72
^103	  Lloyd, HW. 127; cf. 141, ‘not long after 540.’
^104	  HW. 115, 132. On the form of the name see ibid. 133; Y Beirniad 1915, 275; Brut. Ding., 276.
^105	  HW. 132, 262.
^106	  HW. 262; Arch. Camb., 1867, 366; BBC. 69.17, ‘Airgwl’s grave in Dyfed’ (in modern hand, see p. 131); cf. BT, 45.20, ‘A battle on the hill of Dyfed. Aercol on the run’, and see Owen’s Pem. i. 223; Lib. Land. 118, 125-7, 129, 130.
^107	  Wade Evans, Vitae Sanctorum, 152, ‘Saint Gildas, son of Cau in the time when Triphuni and his sons reigned.’ Cf. Lloyd, HW. 153, ‘St. David…was born…when King Tryffin and his sons ruled over Dyfed. The date thus indicated, viz. about 520, is probably not far wrong.’
^108	  Lib. Land. 125. In CLlH. 241 the name is read as Tryffwn. Ct. ibid. 185, ‘Drudwas son of treffin or tryffin.’ In RP. 91a10 tryphin is found rhyming with gerwin, derwin, elphin, etc. 
^109	  The name is also found in genealogies in Cardiff 59 (= Tonn 19), 6, Elgan Wefys Fflwch; 9, Elgan gwefys Fflwch. It was written according to RWM. ii, 265, by Thomas Jones of Tregaron (Twm Siôn Cati) towards 1611. In a letter bound with the MS., dated 2/2/1846, Joseph Morris said that from the collection Lewis Dwnn derives the biggest part of the contents. 
^110	  Dwnn said concerning the genealogies in whose midst this is found:‘The genealogies here Ieuan Brechfa wrote in a book of black parchment to Sir Rhys ap Thomas knight, of the garter and Royal Baron of Carew and Narberth.’
^111	  Carmarthen.
^112	  Cf. Cy. xxv, 149, ‘Muddlescwm Farm.’ see also Dwnn, ii, 58, Annes daughter of Phē…son of Bledri son of Kydifor son of Gwynn son of Gollwyn son of Elgan gwefyslwch son of Archenad son of Io son of Dain son of Llyfri son of Kynan Kyllched son of Dryffin varvawg… etc.
^113	  Brut y Tyw., 24 ; Llên Cymru, ii (1952), 62 ; see Owen’s Pem. iii, 253, 256. Cadifor Fawr was one of the ancestors of Ifor Hael, see Trans. Cy., 1913-14, 101, and it was thought that he it was remembered in the name Ffwrn Cadifor near Blaen Cuch, see Owen’s Pem. iii, 250.
^114	  B. iii, 34.
^115	  Cy. xxxv, 117-56.
^116	  CLlH. xxix.
^117	  B. iii, 32.
^118	  See the list of G. Peredur Jones in B. iii, 31.
^119	  See p. 29, note 1. The form Kylched is accepted by G. Peredur Jones, B. iii, 46.
^120	  Cy. xi, 135.
^121	  See G. 59, on blwch. Jackson, Early Welsh Gnomic Poems, 43, suggests reading Coed im bluch
^122	  Similarly also Jackson , loc. cit. On Bluchbard see CLlH. xix-xx.
^123	  [Gwefl-hwch in fact means ‘snout of a pig.’ MvdB].
^124	  In his Antiquitates Parochiales Henry Rowlands quotes a reference to Carreg Elgan in Anglesey from the charter of Llywelyn ab Iowerth to the Abbey of Aberconwy, see. Arch. Camb. , 313. The late form, Rowland thinks, is Carreg y Milgwyn (Creigiau Milgwyn today). Dugdale (1846),v, 672 gives the form as Carrec-Elgar. Trefelgar (Trefelgarn today) is found in Pembrokeshire, see Owen’s Pem. ii, 440.
^125	  Cf. a map of Professor W. Rees, Traeth Melgan.
^126	  RBB. 349, ‘And he came to Ystrat Tywi by force. And he pitched his tent in a place called trallwc elgan.’
^127	  Dugdale, iv, 162. The charter was also printed by Edward Owen in Arch. Camb. , 1893, 39, and here Trallunelgan is given and it is said: ‘Traethnelgan, another grange of the manor, and the northern hamlet of the parish of Talley.’
^128	  Dugdale, iv, 164; see Owen’s Pem. iv, 640.
^129	  Dugdale, iv, 165, 166. Cf. Porth Melgan near Tyddewi, see Arch. Camb. 1875, 85.
^130	  Dugdale, v, 591; see Owen’s Pem. iv, 424.
^131	  Arch. Camb., 1892, 64. Here Phillimore’s opinion is quoted that Rawlinson, B. 466, derives from the Hanesyn Hen: ‘a collection also traceable to the Hanesyn Hên: it seems to have been transcribed about the time of Queen Elizabeth, perhaps by William Cynwal.’
^132	  In RWM. ii, 31, Dr. Evans dates this manuscript in 1400-50. Later his opinion was quoted by Anscombe, in ACL. iii, 100 (cf. 57) it was written by ‘someone who learnt to write about A.D. 1340.’ Cf. Phillimore , Cy. x, 83, ‘circ. 1300-1350, partly, however, copied from originals at least 100 years older.’ Cf. also Chwedleu Seith Doethon Rufein (second edition), 21, ‘towards the middle of the fourteenth century’.
^133	  Trans. Cy., 1940, 71.
^134	  HW. 153.
^135	  BT. 42.26; Trans. Cy., 1940, 73, l. 14.
^136	  Trans. Cy. 1940, 72.
^137	  It may also be noted that Rhiserdyn in RP. 91a refers to tryphin (l. 10), erbin (28), and keinllin gwelydyr (17). Doubtlessly the last name is ‘Gwledyr daughter of Gletwin,’ which occurs in a text in Cardiff 25 from the main genealogy of Dyfed. 
^138	  Cf. BBC. 72.10, gereint. a brave man from the region of dyvnaint (RP. 14a37, gwr dewr); see Trans. Cy., Geraint’s genealogy is found in Jesus 3, see Cy. viii, 86, Gereint son of Erbin son of Kynwawr son of tudwawl Son of Gwrwawr son of Gadeon son of Cynan son of Eudaf hen,e tc. According to F. Lot, Romania, 1896, 10-11, he was a historical figure who may be dated between 675 and 710, and his father was remembered in Trev-Erbin in Cornwall. See further Loth, Les Mab. ii, 121; Windisich, Das Keltische Brittannien, 176, 260. Cf. also Wade-Evans, Vitae Sanctorum, 234, Saint Cybi…was also born in Cornwall ….whose father was Salomon, son of Erbin, son of Gereint, son of Lud; ct. ibid. 321, Kebi son of Selyf son of Gereint son of Erbin son of Gustennin Gorneu. Cybi is made a contemporary of Maelgwn Gwynedd in the Life of Cybi, and this does not agree with the dating given by Lot to Eraint.
^139	  But cf. R. J. Thomas, Enwau Afonydd a Nentydd Cymru, 51, ‘Llethr Cathan, Llethr Kathan a. 1550, Rep. I, ii, 831, near Llangathen, sometimes Llethr Cadfan.’ In RWM. I, 893, Llethr kadfan is found (MS. Pen. 140, before 1569). See Owen’s Pem. iv, 413.
^140	  On losing the f cf. madalch from *madfalch, Y Beirniad v, 61; testun from *testfun, WG. 179, and especially the name Rhedyw from Rhedfyw, see B. xii, 83. Many examples are found of losing the f before the stress, as in Bodorgan, Bodwrog, Bodleilian, Boduan etc. Cetiu (clericus) is found in Lib. Land., 149. Cf. Phillimore, Owen’s Pem. iv, 422, ‘The origin of Cedewen, Cedewain, etc., is some such rare personal name as Cedwyw or Cedfyw spelt Keduyv in the B.B. … or else the Cetiu of the B. of Ll. D., p. 149, which actually occurs as a brookname, preserved in Blaen Cediw in the parish of Llan-gan East.’ On naming streams after persons cf. Afon Adda in Bangor. In Llandrillo- yn -Edeirnion the name Moel Yskediw is found , see Lhuyd, Parochialia, ii, 57; Owen’s Pem. iv, 608.
^141	  [l. 14. MvdB].
^142	  Cy. x, 83.
^143	  Cf. H.F.J. Vaughan in Cy. x, 83, ‘Harl. MS. 4181, which professes to be a transcript from the works of Llewelyn Offeiriad (1200), by him copied from a much more ancient manuscript….’
^144	  Cy. x, 83.
^145	  Cy. x, 111.
^146	  [Sept: division of a clan or tribe. MvdB].
^147	  Cy. xiv, 128. That is from a text of Laud 610. In Rawl. B. 502 Grutbit is found. 
^148	  FAB. i, 56-7; ii, 321. Cf. Lot, Ann. de Bret. xv, 514.
^149	  Mommsen, Chron. Min., 200; faral, Lég. Arth. iii, 38. Here other forms are found: trahteuroit, tractheuroit, tribuit, ribroit, robroit. On the last see Hogan, Irish Nennius, 16.
^150	  Watson, 52-3; Cy. xxviii, 48.
^151	  His opinion is quoted in BBC. 161, and also by Mead, Merlin, cv 
^152	  Reeves, Adamnan, cli; 245.
^153	  B. viii, 41.
^154	  B. xi, 94.
^155	  Cf. Loth, RC. xxii, 43, ‘tryfrwyd étant un nom commun des plus transparents.’ [‘tryfrwyd being a common, most transparent noun.’ MvdB]
^156	  For Neustuc manauid eis tull of trywruid (‘Manawyd brought pierced spears from trywruid’) , BBC. 94.11, is difficult, unless we accept trywruid here also as the name ‘battle’. In G. 45 it is suggested that eis here is a plural of assen, ‘rib’ (cf. DGG. 230). A second meaning is given to the plural, ‘wands, spears, sticks.’
^157	  Tripartite Life of St. Patrick, cxxxvii.
^158	  Ann. de Bret. xv, 514.
^159	  Life of St. Patrick, 323.
^160	  Windisch, Irishe Texte, 11. Another form is Nemptor, cf. Watson, 246.
^161	  British Place-Named in their Historical Setting, 130, 201. Note that there is no agreement on the place of Patrick’s birth, cf. Enc. Brit. (14th ed.), xvii, 183.
^162	  Watson, 244-50
^163	  See PKM. 298; B. vii, 30; Holder, ACS. 707-14; Dottin, La Langue Gauloise, 87, 150, 338.
^164	  ZCP. v, 572.
^165	  Eilian Owen has said, loc. cit. : ‘I do not remember a single instance where the n of the preposition is lost before a word beginning with an original or mutated n.’ But cf. BBC. 65.15, inyffrin; 47.4, inyganhvy; 52.13, inyeu.
^166	  In the notes, BBC. 114.
^167	  HW. 248, 253. see the map in Trans. Cy., 1937, 32.
^168	  History of Carmarthenshire, i. 22.
^169	  See the map of professor Rees where he gives the name Cwmwd Penrhyn, between brackets Penrhyn Deuddor. The name is not found in one of the four lists of cantrefs [a medieval Welsh land division]and regions of Wales named in the HW. 280, nor in the list of Pen. 147 (see RWM. I, 911). In G. 319 only references to Ddeuddwr in Powys are given. Later examples of the name in Carmarthenshire are In. Anc. Mon. Carm. 5, ‘a cottage called Pant Deuddwr’ (cf. B. viii, 77); ibid., 210, Aberdauddwr [sic].
^170	  E. A. Lewis, ‘The Castle and Lordship of Llanstephan’ in the West Wales Historical Records, xiii, 33. I thank Mr. R.J. Thomas, M.A., for this reference. Mr. Thomas adds: ‘It is likely that the two rivers are Cywyn and Rocht (or Roath).’
^171	  Cf. R.J. Thomas, Enwau Afonydd a Nentydd Cymru, 41, 155-6. In Lib. Land. 134, the form Hepstur is also found. R.J. Thomas suggests, op. cit. 88, that this name derives from ‘Hesb > Hebs + ddŵr (dŵr).’
^172	  Dugdale, v, 632, gives the forms ‘Camdur Wethan (=Fechan) … Camdur waur’ in a charter that Rhys ap Gruffud gave to the Strata Floridda Abbey in 1184. The form dwr occurs in YCM. 92, l. 22-ct. l. 18, dwfwr. In RP. 134b23 yn neudwr is found. 
^173	  Wade-Evans, Vitae Sanctorum, viii-ix, R. Flower’s description.
^174	  Ibid., xi. It is added: ‘The Life…clearly hails from Cemes in North Pembrokeshire.’
^175	  Ibid., 10, ‘So that the king of Wales, Mailgonus, travelled not far from the saint’s cell.’
^176	  Wade-Evans, op. Cit., 256, ‘Meanwhile Maelgwn, king of the Northern Britons, visiting the Southern Britons to conquer and subdue them, comes as far as the mouth of the river Clarach with a strong army.’
^177	  The name Castell Maelgwyn is found in Maenorderfi in north Pembrokeshire, but according to the In. Anc. Mon. Pem., 208, this name is recollected as Maelgwn ap Rhys, son of the lord Rhys, see the references in HW. 801. In Nevern a stone is found bearing, according to the In. Anc. Mon. Pem., 263, and Rhys, Arch. Camb., 1907, 83, the inscription Maglocvni Fili Clvtori (Ogham Maglicunas Maqi Clutar-). Later Rhys read Maglocvi, see Miscellany Presented to Kuno Meyer, 1912, 228; Arch. Camb., 1913, 376. If the name of this man was Maelgwn the possibility must not be ignored that it is he who is referred to in the Ymddiddan. However it is not likely that this would cause Taliesin, several centuries later, to sing of the fame of such an unknown man. The inscription was dated by V. E. Nash-Williams, The Early Christian Monuments of Wales, 197, in the fifth century or early in the sixth century. 
^178	  Cf. BT. 33.19, ‘I came to Deganwy to compete. with Maelgwn the greatest in misdeeds’; RWM. i, 670 (Pen. 111, towards 1610), ‘And there Taliesin was until he was thirteen years &c. then Elffin ap Gwydno went on invitation to Maelgwn’s court &c’.; LlH., 228, where the tale of the competition is referred to in an ode by Phylip Brydydd. Hanes Elffin (the history of Elfin) is found in NLW. 5276 D (c. 1560), see Y Llenor, 1949, 187, and some of the poetry in MS. Cardiff 5 (1527), see RWM. ii, 96, 103.
^179	  Lectures on Early Welsh Poetry, 62.
^180	  [Urien of Rheged. MvdB].
^181	  See Brut Ding., xii.
^182	  [Eng. Carmarthen. MvdB].
^183	  Ibid., 101. 
^184	  Ibid., xiv; on the text see Parry, Vita Merlini, 74; Faral, Lég. Arth. iii, 328.
^185	  T. Jones, Gerallt Gymro, 80; cf. 137, 174.
^186	  Growth of Lit. i, 130-1.
^187	  See Faral, Lég. Arth. ii, 43. Faral’s competence tot discuss Welsh literature may be determined on the basis of the following sentences in his own words on Taliesin, Lég. Arth. ii, 376: ‘tout ce qui, dans la littérature galloise, concerne cet ancien barde, tout ce qui lui a été attribuée poèmes n’est que faux. En fait, la seule information qu’on paraisse avoir possédée sur son compte au temps de Geoffroy se réduisait á son nom, qu’on lisait dans l’Historia Britonum anonyme ; et finalement, le plus probable est que la légende de Thelgesin, comme celle de tant d’autres personnages, a été inventée par Geoffroy.’ [‘Everything, in the Welsh literature, that relates to this ancient poet, all of the poems that are described to him, are false. In fact, the only information on his account that appeared to have been available at the time of Geoffrey is limited to his name, which is found in the anonymous Historia Britonum; and finally, it is most likely that the legend of Thelgesin, like that of so much other characters, was invented by Geoffrey.’ MvdB]. Cf. p. 371, where observations are given by him in the same manner on Arymes Prydein, and see his sweeping observations about the dating of the contents of the old manuscripts in his first volume, p. 258. In ii, 376, he said that the Black Book is not earlier than 1175, but on p. 43 he said that oldest part was copied between 1148 and 1160. For Faral there was much less of an excuse for making these assertions in 1929 than there was for Gaston Paris for writing on the same matter in 1883, see Romania, xii, 376 (words quoted passionately by Faral, ii, 42).
^188	  Cf. Jackson, Essays and studies presented to Prof. Eoin MacNeill, 1940, 5444: ‘A fierce though losing fight was fought to show that the Myrddin of the Welsh poems was derived from and therefore later than Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Merlin. of recent years this has been rejected…no doubt rightly.’
^189	  [ I.e. Aurelius Ambrosius. MvdB].
^190	  See B. ix, 8.
^191	 [Caledonian forest. MvdB].
^192	  See I. Williams, Breuddwyd Maxen, 27; Cy. xi, 25. Ptolemi gives the form Maridunon, see Holder, ACS. 427.
^193	  Cy. xi, 46-7. The name is not found in the list of cities in Harl, 3859, Cy. ix, 183. In Lib. Land., 62, in part of the manuscript which was written towards 1150 (see p. xix), the two elements of the name are written separately, cair mirdin; cf. 287 (a later part), in ggair uyrdin.
^194	  Since the above was written Mr J. Carney published an article on ‘ “Suibhne Geilt” and the Children of Lir” ’ in Éigse, vi, 83. It is told in the Buile Suibhne, an Irish tale which corresponds to the tale of Myrddin, that Suibhne travelled from Ireland to North Britain and that he met a wild man there similar to himself, who was called Alladhan (Ealadhan). Carney says this name may be derived from the adjective allaidh ‘wild, mad,’ but he adds: ‘It is not impossible, however, that the name rests ultimately upon that of Lailoken (Llallogan). This is, in fact, my personal belief.’ Carney believes that the tale of the wild man had been borrowed by the Irish from the British of Ystrad Clud towards the eight century. If he explained the name Aladhan correctly it is a strong support for Phillimore’s opinion. 
^195	  But cf. references of Gwilym Ddu of Arfon, RP. 65a37; ‘two Myrddins that are of the genealogy of the family of Meirchyawn.’
^196	  Lectures on Early Welsh Poetry, 54.
^197	  BT. 13.15, Dysgogan Myrdin.
^198	  I. Williams, Breuddwyd Maxen, 9.
^199	  This same prophecy comes either from Arymes Prydein or from the tradition which is represented by that poem. 
^200	  Parry, Vita Merlini, 21. Despite what is said above see observations J. S. P. Tatlock in Speculum, xviii, 275, on the measure of popularity of the Vita Merlini in the Middle Ages. 
^201	  Trans. Cy., 1895-6, 83; see RC. x, 369; EEW. 33.
^202	  In l. 1276 (Gwarchan Tudfwlch) taryaneu bann is found but this explained in CA. 353 as a form of taran.
^203	  BBC. 104.8; cf. 105.7, yscvid.
^204	  [lled-odl: rhyme between syllables of which the vowels correspond, but not the final consonants. MvdB].
^205	  See T. Parry, Hanes Llenyddiaeth Gymraeg, 20. A few exceptional examples are found in the work of the Gogynfeirdd, see Lloyd-Jones, The Court Poets of the Princes, 11. 
^206	  [odl trwm ac ysgafn: rhyme between a short (trwm) and a long (ysgafn) syllable. MvdB].
^207	  Cy. xxviii, 6.
^208	  Cerdd Dafod, 129.
^209	  Trans. Cy. , 1940, 73-4; BT. 42.25, 43.17.
^210	  Cerdd Dafod, 338. It is the ‘work of wandering minstrel’ he says. 
^211	  Ibid., 233.
^212	  G.J. Williams and E.J. Jones, Gramadegau’s Penceirddiaid, 13.
^213	  Cf. guin, forthint, BBC. 34.7.
^214	  BT. 13.12-14.
^215	  B. vi, 206.
^216	  Cerdd Dafod, 310.
^217	  Gramadegau’r Penceirddiaid, 35.
^218	  Transactions of the Anglesey Antiquarian Society, 1941, 23; 1942, 19.
^219	  About Coed Celyddon cf. Loth’s observation, RC, xxxiv, 365: ‘c’était un lieu mystérieux people de personages sur-naturels et don’t on ne connaissait guère ou fort vaguement du moins, la situation.’ [‘It was a mysterious place populated by supernatural characters and of which one hardly or very vaguely knew the situation.’ MvdB]
